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Special Libraries Association
SCOPE AND PURPOSE
The Special Libraries Association was
formed in 1909 t o promote the interests of
those engaged in collecting and applying information of all kinds.
Its membership includes the librarians of
manufacturing concerns, banks, insurance
companies, museums, newspapers, transportation companies, research organizations,-in
fact nearly all phases of buainess and professional activities.
By pooling the knowledge and experience
of its members, the Special Libraries Association acts aa a clearing house of information.
I t helps firms t o organize libraries and data
collections, or it keeps those already organized
in touch with the development of more efficient
methods and of new material.
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Cleweland Conference
YThe Editor dropped into New York recently and felt much heartened by
several favorable comments.
1TSomeone said "After I had read the April number of the magazine I really
wanted to go to the conference."
?Someone else added "Doesn't the Cleveland program look attractive with
everything that is planned?"
TThis May-June issue should induce even the most reluctant to attend the
Cleveland convention.
SThe program exceeds our expectations. Colonel Ayres a s a speaker is a
fine drawing card.
PThe local committee are literally straining every nerve and they are ready with
a fine welcome.
colleagues in Detroit are also waiting to give us a day long to be remembered.
YiIn succeeding pages we describe the great Cleveland Public Library system
directed by Miss Eastman.
:;We depict in a varied way a score of special libraries each covering a selected
field of activity.
7We tell you about some vacation plans suggested by the Cleveland Chamber
of Commerce.
1IWe also bring a message from the President and include our usual departmental features.
TCome to Cleveland to hear the talks, share in the debates and enjoy the social
pleasures.
'[Finally, be sure and ask for a certificate when buying your ticket. The
ticket agent will help you.
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Cleveland Public Library
Thc actlvitles of the Cleveland Public Library are so extensive that
it has been thouaht advisable to prepare a Rroup of articles on the varied
functions of the library.

The Divisional System of the
Cleveland Public Library
By Linda A. Eastman, Librarian
EARLY twenty years ago the
executives of the Cleveland Public
Library became convinced that a very
large library can give better service if
its book collections are organized into
a divisional system, each division in
charge of a staff interested in specializing
in its particular field. Rearrangement
of the Main Library on such a plan
became possible in 1913, when it was
moved into its last temporary quarters,
and each succeeding year has strengthened the organization and made i t more
effective; especially has this been true
since the completion in 1925 of the
Library Building, which was planned
with careful consideration for the special
requirements and equipment of each
division.
Generous book funds for
several years have resulted in a systematic rounding out and building up
of all of the collections. Division staffs
have also been enlarged, and specialization within divisions is gradually developing as opportunity comes t o add
new members offering preparation for
work in specialized fields of knowledge.
These divisions are in effect special
libraries, but all inter-related and supplementing one another in their overlapping subjects.
The General Reference Division and
the Business Information Bureau are the
chief co-ordinating divisions. In addition
to the divisions whose description follows, there are the Literature, Foreign
Language and History divisions, and
the Library for the Blind; also the
Popular Library (the quick-service circulation division), the Periodical Division, and the Newspaper Division. In
the building also, but organized under
the Children's Department, is the Lewis
Carroll Room with its model collection
of juvenile books; and, under the School
Department, the Stevenson Room for
Young People (of high school age).

N

These divisions give specialized service, each t o its own clientele as well
as t o the branches, school branches and
stations, thus strengthening the entire
system in all of its departments.

Board of Education Branch
By Helen B Lewis, Librarian
HE Board of Education Library is
operated jointly by the Cleveland
Public Library and the Board of Education, and is under the direction of the
Head of the School Department of the
Cleveland Public Library. Its resources
are a t the disposal of the entire school
system. During the ten years of its
existence every effort has been made to
build up a n adequate educational collection for the use of the Board of
Education, the Superintendent's staff,
and all principals and teachers.
T h e Board of Education makes an
allowance in its budget for the purchase
of educational publications. All important educational books are ordered
as rapidly a s they are published. The
periodical list includes 80 educational
magazines and bulletins. In addition,
the collection includes city school directories and reports, educational yearbooks, (and their name is legion),
educational monographs and pamphlets,
courses of study, reports of educational
foundations, and bulletins published
by the Research Division of the National
Education Association, and the Office of
Education.
A quota provided by the Cleveland
Public Library makes possible the purchase of the most outstanding new books
of general interest. As a result, while
ample provision is made for those who
require professional sustenance, close
a t hand are books of biography, travel,
science, fiction, and psychology, to
counterbalance too great a devotion to
theory and method. Here are educational vitamines, and here are also sedatives
for impatience, stimulants for a faint
heart, remedies for myopic vision of the

T
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inner eye, and books of high voltage
to act as accelerators for sluggish blood.
One of the most useful functions of
the Board of Education Library is to
act a s a clearing house for school library
matters concerning both the Board
of Education and the Cleveland Public
Library. I t also renders an important
service by making available t o the Headquarters Staff all of the popular and
scholarly book resources of the Cleveland Public Library . Daily delivery
service from the Main Library, special
trips and telephone calls, and the ready
co-operation of all of the Divisions of
the Main Library help to provide immediate service.
Housed in temporary quarters on the
twentieth floor of a business buildingoverlooking the city and I~arbor,--the
Board of Education Library is looking
forward to new opportunities in the
Board of Education Administration
Building now almost completed.

The Business Information Bureau
By Rose L. Vorrnelker, Librarian
USINESS men began using the
Cleveland Public Library in ever
increasing numbers in 1925 when the
new Main Library building was opened
in the heart of the City's business and
financial district.
An urgent need was soon apparent for
some centralizing agency t o make quickly available the vast resources of business information scattered throughout
the various divisions of the Library.
T o meet this need the Business Information Bureau was organized in
December, 1929. While its main function is to give a business service in COordinating work in various divisionsstill i t has within its room 300 trade
directories on approximately that number of trades; 20 investment servicessaid t o be the largest collection in any
one place in Cleveland; numerous periodicals and newspapers on business subjects; and recent books on the stock
market, statistics, business economics,
business organization and management,
advertising, marketing, salesmanship
and otherTelated subjects.
Frequently there is a "waiting line"
to use the investment services and such

B
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tools as Standard Advertising Register
and Thomas' Register of Xanufacturers.
Since it is not possible to buy "everything," attempt is made to have at
least a sample copy of any business service published and full information concerning it-so
that the client may
determine for himself whether it may
be of value to him.
Another important collection is that
for the market analyst. Numerous
reports and press releases issued by the
Government, trade associations, bureaus of business research, banks, brokers, and advertising agencies are housed
within the Bureau.
The subject file of newspaper clippings and various reports, studies and
surveys, and the corporation file are
constantly growing. The house organ
collection has supplemented other corporation material and won much appreciation on the part of its users.
A monthly bulletin is issued to call
attention t o t h e kind of information and
service available through the Bureau,
Many firms and individuals are having
this mailed to them regularly. Those
issued to date cover the following subjects:
Sources of Information for the Investor
Retail T r a d e p a r t I
Retail T r a d e p a r t I1
Recent Business Books
New Business Publications
Foremanship and Foreman Training
M a r k e g and Distribution
Recent Business Publications
Cleveland Retail Clinic
Advertising
Statistics in Business
Cleveland Business-Part I
Cleveland Business-Part I1
Prices
That the service has found a place in
CleveIand business circles may be seen
in that several banks, brokers, research
workers and special librarians have
taken a "co-operative" interest in it
and frequently present us with valuable
material gratis or make pertinent and
worthwhile suggestions.
Long before the Business Information
Bureau had been in existence a year a
new meaning was evident for its initials
-Bursting Its Bounds.
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Fine Arts Division
By Ruth Wilcox, Librarian
HE Fine Arts Division houses col-

lections which appeal to a varied
T
clientele. Here are found not only the

books on painting, sculpture, architecture and design, but also flower
gardening, music, the theatre, games and
reports. Biographies of artists, conlposers and actors are grouped with
books on the history and technique of
the related arts.
The needs of architects, designers and
commercial artists are served through a
collection which is strong in both historic and "modernistic" design. At the
south end of the division are the files
of over 125,000 pictures on all subjects,
never fading resource of artists and
teachers.
The section a t the north end of the
division includes music for c~rculation,
as well as the literature of music. Opera
scores, song albums, piano, violin and
organ music are the principal features,
but there is a growing collection of
orchestral music, as well. as some music
for the banjo, guitar, ulrulele, accordion
and other minor instruments. There is
also a small collection of phonograph
records for circulation. The sound-proof
room near the music shelves contains a
grand piano and a victrola for the use of
n~usicians. Of special interest to the
musicians are the Emil Ring Memorial
Collection of orchestral music, and the
gencrous gifts from the librarics of the
late Johann Beck and Wilson G. Smith,
distinguished Cleveland composers.
Prominently featured in the division
is the architectural library of Charles
F Schweinfurth, presented to the Library I)y his widow, who has provided
for an eventual endowment which will
make large additions possible. This
collection now numbers about 800 volumes.

The John G. White Collection
By Gordon 15'. Thayer, Librarian

T

HE White Collection, as its name

indicates, is a monument to a
single man, John G. Wliite, lawyer,
scholar, book collector, long president
of the Library Board of Trustees. For
thirty pears he gave the Library books
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on folk-lore and Oriental subjects; to
these were added, upon his death in
1928, his private collection of books on
chess and other move games, the finest
in the world. Over 75,000 books are
due to his generosity, the income from
his estate is devoted to future purchases.
There are books in 2,000 languages,
including thirty fifteenth century books
and nearly a thousand manuscripts.
There are no better collections in the
country on proverbs, gypsies, and t h e
literatures of Java and Ceylon. I t is
hoped soon to publish a catalog of the
editions of English ballads. There are
translations of the Arabian Nights into
forty-five languages, the largest collection known. Such items are only a
small part of the resources that cause
scholars far and wide to borrow books
here that they can obtain nowhere else.
Visiting Special Librarians should see
the collection, especially the cases of
chessmen and the lovely bronze figurines
from the tomb of the Egyptian king,
Tutankharnen.

Municipal Reference Library
By Mary H. Clark, Librarian
H E Municipal Reference Branch
Library; a Division of the Main
Library, is located in the City Hall for
the convenience of municipal officials.
Its function is to furnish the111 with
statistical and technical information, as
well as to give personal assistance in
assembling data relating to their problems. It serves the City Hall primarily,
but is also of service -to org&izatiohs
working for civic betterment, and to all
Clevelanders whose interests connect
w ~ t hmunicipal problems.
Besides general books on municipal
and county government, the collection
i~lcludes charters, ordinances, councit
proceedings, de~artmental reaorts and
;eports of inx;estigations on special
subjects in other large cities. Some features of the coolect~onare books on special subjects like paving, sewage, street
lighting, water supply and purification.
There is much material on garbage
collection and disposal and on food
inspection, subjects vital t o every citizen, while the collection on city planning
is the largest in Cleveland.

T
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T h e lMunicipal Reference Library is and the present, indicates the scope of
able t o co-operate with the Public the collection. Not the least valuable
Health nurses and the laboratory assist- portion is t h a t occupied by the principal
ants who have charge of t h e analyses of Bibllcal and religious encyclopedias a n d
milk, water and sewage, food a n d drug the long sets of many religious periodanalyses, bacteriological investigations, icals, the current nun~bersof which a r e
pollution of air and water by smoke or also on file
trade wastes, and crirnmal in;estigations
such a s cases of ~ o i s o n i n eor the analvses
T h e Sociology Division
of hair or shreds of dothing l e f t b y
By
Alma Schultz, Librarian
criminals.
VISITOR entering the Sociology
Books on housing and recreation are
Division finds himself first in t h e
found a t the Municipal Reference
Branch a s well as the Main Library; Education Section, where material for
also books on street railway and subway the use of icachers and students of
Here
problems
Although this Branch is education is brought together
prinlarily for reference use, books are are the books on the h~story a n d
loaned to those who are making a study philosophy of education and on n ~ e t h o d s
of municipal affairs and assistance is of teaching from the nursery school t o
given in gathering a n y information t h a t university. I n the reference collection
may be desired. I t has a t its command are bound volumes of educalional magaall t h e resources of the great Main col- zines and serials, proceedings of educalection t o meet the demands of ~ t s tional associations, courses of s t u d y ,
catalogs of colleges and spec~alschools,
patrons.
and a collection of college seals.
T h e rest of the division contains
Division circulatina
and
and reference material o n
B y Elima A. Foster, Librarian
sociology a n d social problems, e c o ~ ~ o n l i c s
H I S Division contains t h e works with its manv subdivisions,. .nolitical
of ancient, medieval, and modern science and g&crnment, law (national,
p1~ilosopI~ers,from Aristotle t o John international and local), real estate a n d
Dewey; also, histories of philosopl~yand insurance, history of the changing s t a t u s
books on metaphysics, logic and ethics. of woman, etiquette
T h e Ohio State Reports are here,
Psychology, in all its modern ramifications, fills many shelves, a n d child used largely by evening law students,
psychology and training are well repre- t h e United States Reports used by
business men and students of constitusented.
and psycho- tional history and a file of the civil
T h e chief pl~~losophical
logical magazines, both bound volumes service cluestions given in previous
and current numbers, m a y be consulted municipal examinations.
here. Nor should the many books of
inspmtional nature go unmentioned
T h e Division of Science and
I n the section devoted t o Religion
Technology
are books-giving the history a n d bel~efs
of t h e principal religions of mankind.
By Gilbert 0. Ward, Librarian
In t h e field of oriental religions, this
H I S division of the Cleveland Public
division is splendidly supplemented by
Library musters about 80,000 volthe John G. White Collection of Follclore
and Orientalia. T h e history of the umes of which approsi~nately 52,000
Christian church fills many \~olumes,and are for reference use Subjects In 11-h~ch
histories of the various denominations it is notably strong are engineering,
are also here. There are books on le- inclustrial chemistry, and patents, b u t
ligious education and a large w r ~ i o n the whole lield of teclmical artsis covered
devotetl to Biblical histor)., commenrnry, together wit11 heir related scicnces
Per~odicals,government bulletins, 2nd
and esegesis. T o mention sermons of
noted preachers, hymn books a n d boolis journals of scientific and terhnical socieon missions, B ~ b l e sin many I a n g u ~ g e s ties - man\. of them in foreign Inngr~ages
and versions, liturgies of both the past --ale received to the number of o \ e r
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2,000. Nearly all are bound and preserved for reference. In addition t o the
usual indexes for making t h ~ smaterial
available, the division receives the complete Engineering Index card service.
The division has an unusually complete file of U. S. patent publications,
and the abstract patent records of
Canada, Great Britain, Germany, and
Cuba. It has a partial file of the Brevets
d' Invention.
With this equipment, thousands of
specific questions are handled every
year for very practical minded inqulrers. The staff looks up subjects,
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advises researchers, and prepares selective lists for study or reference.
When information is not a t hand,
effort is made t o locate i t elsewhere and
t o make the necessary connection for the
searcher, perhaps by borrowing or by
procuring a photostat copy.
The
Library's own photostatic equipment is
constantly in service for supplying
facsimiles of its own material.
Altogether, the aim of the division
is t o divine and respond t o the very
diversified technical needs of the city
which i t serves.

Some Special Libraries of Cleveland
The special hbraries of Cleveland are vaned in type and contcnt and the
sketches of these libraries are also unlike in treatment and method. Durm g the confercnce week many of our members w ~ l lvislt these libraries
and are assured of a cordial welcome.

The Case School of
n

E

.

ACH department has its separate
library and reading room in which
are to be found important reference
books and treatises of a technological
character as well as the leading scientific
journals and the transactions of scientific
societies. All the students of the institution have the privilege of using
these various libraries and reading rooms
during certain hours designated by the
heads of the different departments.
Books may be drawn by consulting the
attendants.
A general reading room, located on the
second floor of the Main Building, contains the standard encyclopedias, dictionaries, and other reference works,
and well-chosen collections of books
in history, economics, sclence, education, and literature. A small number
of general magazines are also on file.
This room is equipped with individual
tables and is reserved for quiet study.
Libraries and reading rooms are found
in the following departments: Astronomy, Mathematics, Engineering, Drawing, Modern Languages, Economics,
H~story,Geology and Mineralogy, Civil
Engineering, Mechanical Engmeering,
Electrical Engineering, Mining Engineering, Mechanics, Physics and Chemistry.

Church of the Covenant Library
By Reverend Victor Obenhaus
HE library of Religious Education
contains about four hundred volumes dealing with various phases of
the Religious Education program. Much
of i t is quite antiquated but we have
kept adding constantly. The idea in
establishing it was to impress our staff
with the great amount of material i n
their fields, lest they come to feel that
their job was a simple one. We have
requested that each one be held accountable for either one or two volumes
a year in the field of teaching itself and
have hoped information material would
be read as a result of a heightened
interest through this means.
Perhaps it is a misnomer to call this
an organized library for although it was
a t one time, i t has not been kept up
in that way.
Additions have been
made merely to sections, rather than
to any rigid form and a very simple card
system has been used for keeping track
of it There are, a t the most, thirty
people using thi slibrary, so it is not
difficult to keep track of the books.
Below is a list of headingsAbout the Bible; Administration;
Bible Stories; Character Education;
Christian Biography; Drama; Education; Handwork; History of Religion;
Hymnology; Life of Christ; Methods;

T
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Missions; Old Testament-New Testament; Other Countries; Philosophy of
Religion; Sex Instruction; Stories-All
Ages; Texts; Worship.

T h e Cleveland Clinic
Foundation Library
By Helen L. Roberts, Librarian
HE Library of the Cleveland Clinic

T

Foundation may be said to have
had its origin in the private libraries of
Dr. F. E. Bunts, Dr. George W. Crile
and Dr. lVilliam E. Lower when they
were practising in the Osborn Building
prior t o 1915. At that time the books
in the cases in each office were brought
togethcr, classified and made, available
for general use. When rhe Cleveland
Clinic Foundation a t East 93rd Street
and Euclid Avenue was organized in
1921 with the above doctors and Dr.
John Phillips a s Founders, these books
formed the nucleus for the library which
'wcontains about 3500 volumes. Since
m ~ h to
g its new location, the library
has been open to any physician or
student who may desire to use it and
books and journals may be withdrawn
by members of the Clinic Staff.
The volulnes now owned include outstanding authorities in the Medical,
Surgical and associated fields as well
a s a small collection of old hooks and a
growing collection of books on general
subjects related to the medical profession.
About 17.5 journals are subscribed to
so that with the co-operation of the
Cleveland Medical Library Association
and the Library of the Surgeon General,
almost any journal or book may be
secured for reference.
The Library occupies the entire east
end of the fourth floor of the Cleveland
Clinic Building a t the corner of Euclid
A\,enue and East 93rd Street.

Cleveland College Library
By Blanche V. Watts, Librarian
ERHAPS an article about the library
of Cleveland College should be
about the Cleveland Public Library.
During the five years of Cleveland College's existence the Cleveland Public
Library has rendered 'invaluable service
to the College through its vast book
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collection and its capable staff. With
such extensive library resources available within one block of the College i t
has been unnecessary to build an extensive and emensive Colleee librarv.
AS the C O I I ~grows
~ ~ there is a; increasing demand for library service
within the institution. To meet the
special needs of faculty and students
the College now has a modest collection
of about 6000 volumes, a pamphlet
collection, and a periodical subscrip~ion
list of about 240 titles. This material
is supplemented by loans from other
libraries of Western Reserve University,
and the Cleveland Public Library.
A Division of Library Science, added
in 1930, requires a special collection of
material for laboratory work. This
collection now numbers about 2.500
volumes.
A new library in a new type of institution presents interesting problems.
The aim of Cleveland College is to
minister to the higher vocational, professional and cultural needs of those
for whom the typical college is iliaccessible or not well adapted. The College
is a major division of Western Reserve
University and is affiliated with Case
School of Applied Science.
The College library is located on the
second floor of the College building, facing Cleveland's Public Square.

The Cleveland Medical Library
By John C. Harding, Librarian

T

HE Cleveland Medical Library .As-

sociation was organized ill 1594
and for a few years the small collection
of books and jourl~alsoccupied a corner
of the main room of Case Library. This
arrangement continued until 18F when
the Library purchased and occupied n
buildlng on Prospect Avenue.
The
Library remained a t this address until
1926, and in Novemher of that year,
removed to the present paIatial building
on Euclid Avenue and Adelbert Road.
In 1898, the Library possessed allout
seven thousand volumes and subscribecl
t o about sixty periodicals At the present
time, the Library has on its shelves
about forty-five thousand volumes, and
about eighteen thousand pamphlets and
reprints.
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The Library is devoted entirely to
Medicine, Surgery, and the allied sciences, and subscribes to about four
hundred journals.
The main reading room is open to the
public and is also largely used by students from the Medical School, although
the Library is not in any way connected with the Western Reserve University. There are also beautifully furnished reading rooms evclusively for the
use of members and on the upper floor
are ten study rooms for the use of nlernhers who may be doing extensive research and writing of papers or books.
There are also two auditoriums, one
seating five hundred and forty-five
and the other seating ninety-six. These
are equipped with facilities for the use of
stereopticons and moving picture machines. In the basement, are the kitchen
and dining room.
In addition to the privilege of borrowing books and bibliographic service,
there is a delivery service. Any inember
who may desire certain books or articles
can have them delivered to his home or
office within a t least twenty-four hours

Cleveland Museum of Art
Library
By Nell G. Sill, Librarian
RTISTS have a reputation for being
very temperamental. But it was
very practical consideration which
caused the founders of the Cleveland
Museum of ,4rt to establish an art reference library as one of its departments
at the very beginning of the Museum
organization. They reaIized that the
Museum staff of specialists would need
information close a t hand on all a r t
subjects, usual or remote, and that the
avowed policy of p~tbliceducation could
not be successfully carried out without
I~onk.;to be read and illustrations of all
kinds to be studied and enjoyed.
Since the opening of the Museum in
1916 the library has acquired over 10,000
I~ooksrepresenting art in all its phases,
I~witleshles of pamphlets, clippings and
current niagnzines. The public as well
a = the staff has access to all this material
lor use In the building. From a large
rrdlectirm of lantern slides nearly 121,000
were lent last year to carry on the work
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of art education hrgely outside the
Museum building, and illustratiorls from
postcard size to the framed wall picture
are lent freely in the city.
The collections aim to supplement the
more poptrlar books in the Public
Library and duplicate as little as possible
the espensive reference works. The
purpose of the Museum as expressed
in the will of one of its founders-to
foster ''a love and knowledge of art in
the community"-is the principle directing the work of the library.

T.he Cleveland Museum

of

Natural Historv Reference
By Minnie White Taylor, Librarian
H E N the Cleveland Museum of
Natural History was organized
ten years ago, there was a question in the
minds of a few of the Trustoes as to the
need of a library; or, if a library, the
necessity for a librarian. However-, this
doubt was evidently soon dispelled since
the Reference Library was the second
department to be established, Educat~on
being the first.
T h e present attitude toward the
Llbrary is made clear in the Director's
report for 1927: "No one department
of the Museum touches so vitally the
work of all members of the Staff as does
the Library." In 1928. "The Museum
Llbrary may be regarded as a research
staff of eminent scientists in absentia."
The collection a t present contains approsilnately fifteen thousand books and
pamphlets, primarily for the use of the
Museum Staff but available to the
Public for reference and reading. Special
attention has been gwen to the acquisition of institutional publications, liles
of scientific serials, and scientific monographs, relying in general upon the
Cleveland Public Library for the more
popular works. The Stations Department lends us a collection of nature
books for use with the school children,
and each week delivers bnoks for the
reference and recreational reading of the
Staff.
Occasionally, books are borrowed from the Library of Congress
and other out-of-town lib]-aiies.
The cataloging of our collection was
begun in March, 1930, the Library of

W
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Congress classification having been preT h e Cleveland School of Art
viously selected. Our strongest classes
By Gladys R. Haskin, Librarian
are probably Geology and Ornithology,
UST a few blocks from ?Testern Resince these Departments of the Museum
serve University and the Cleveland
have been especially emphasized. A
scrapbook file of Museum publicity is Museum of Art, in one of Cleveland's
maintained, also a file of newspaper finest residential sections, you will find
clippings on natural-history subjects and The Cleveland School of Art. \.\'it11 an
espeditions; a picture collection is being enrollment of about 365 day stuctents
developed, as well as a collection of and 600 night students, our school
autographs of scientists.
library has no doubt as workable a
In October, 1930, the Library was collection as any arb sc11001 library
moved from its rose-bedecked, white- We have approsimately 9025 \.olurnes
tiled, bedroom-and-bath quarters in the mostly on art and allied subjects, alHanria House to the more dignified arid though we have the histories and literary
professional atmosphere of the living classics that we find necessary.
\Ye also have a collection of mounted
room of the Brown House. (The adjoining "front hall" has degenerated into pictures on all possible subjects of nearly
24,143, taker1 from magazines, books,
an overflow and storage room!)
and
wherever they are procurable, often
Due lo the confusion of the cataloging
carnival and the moving melee, formal by taking books apart when we have
"at home" cards have not been issued. two copies Our lantern-slide collection
However, a cordial welcome awaits all consists of about 4,000 slides on a great
variety of subjects and is for the use of
Special Librarians.
\Ve subscribe t o 35
the teachers.
periodicals, not only art magazines but
any we find use for, such as National
T h e Cleveland Plain Dealer
Geographic, Saturday Evening Post,
etc.
Library
The Art School Library is both reference and circulating, as all of our pictures
By Edith Osborn, Librarian
and a great many of our books circulate.
ibrary of the Cleveland Plain I t is for the use of our teachers, students
Dealer is located on the fifth floor and members of the Alumni Associatiori.
of the Plain Dealer Building, East 6th although we are sometimes called upon
Street and Superior Avenue, East 6th to answer questions on special art subjects by the general public, and are
Street entrance.
The Plain Dealer files from 1923 to glad to help when we can.
We shall be glad to show you the
date are there (the older files belng in
the Public Library n e x ~door), the steel school as well as the library during your
files for the photographs and clippings, stay in Cleveland.
a few reference books, (few are needed
as the Public Library is so convenient),
T h e Euclid Avenue Temple
and the out-of-town papers
Library
The library takes care of all incoming
By Eda \Yolpaa, Librarian
mail and telegrams and keeps all necessary stock for the editorial department.
HE Euclid Avenue Temple Library
The antiquated photographs are gradwas reorganized into u special
ually being weeded out, new ones in- Judaica collection in 1924. It endea~.ors
desed and filed: also, the papers clipped, to secure books on all phases of Jewish
indexed, and filed; each day there are subjects. The 6000 \.olumes on Philmany calls from outsiders as well as osophy, Comparative Religion, Sociolfrom the Plain Dealer editors, reporters, ogy, Palestine, Literature, History, Biogetc.
raphy, Fict~onand the growing Hebrew
The Plain Dealer library is open from collection, are well used by teachers.
9 A. M. t o 2 A. M , each day and has a pupils and members. Reference queetions from the very simplest to the most
staff of four.
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complicated are answered. T h e Station
Federal Reserve Bank
of the Cleveland Public Library helps
the various activities and the recreationBy Ruth Barber, Assistant Librarian
al reading of the members.
H E Library windows overlook
The ceremonial objects, pictures of
Lake Erie,
Jewish life, and the unique furniture
add greatly to the beauty of the well- T h a t restless, constantly changing carrier
lighted room housing the library. A
great deal of attention is given to dis- Of iron ore, wheat, pleasure boats, and
coal.
plays of ceremonials and customs in
T. A. C, amphibian planes dock
connection with special holidays.
The Library is open on Fridays from Within the range of vision of
4:00 to 6.00 P. M., and on Saturday and A library staff of six which has little
Sunday mornings, with a weekly circula- Time to watch goings on, because
tion of about 250. T h e greatest use of Of the demands on this busy Library,
located,
the Library is made on Sunday mornings. Until 10:30 about 100 visitors are With offices of executives of the bank,
engrossed in looking up references or On the eighth floor of the Federal Reserve
selecting recreational reading. On Saturday morning classes of the Sabbath Bank building.
School have been assigned to a period in Sentinel rows of vertical files hold
A Clippings, pamphlets, periodicals,
the Library for reference work.
careful explanation of the use of the Newspapers, maps, and
Library by the Librarian has shown Material too varied to enumerate.
good results. Great effort has been Late in 1918, the Library was
made to introduce the Library to those Founded by Miss Alta B. Claflin,
who have not been acquainted with Who has watched it grow from
books and has proven to be very suc- Nothing a t all t o its present sizeTwo large rooms full of
cessful.
The intellectual and cultural backing Material carefully indexed and
of Rabbi Brickner and Mr. Brilliant, Classified. (Strictly L.C.)
the Educational Director of the Religious Besides having subscriptions for apSchool, have helped the upbuilding of the
proximately
Library.
Three hundred periodicals and
Eleven newspapers, the Library
Research Service Corporation Receives
and distributes, and later
By Helen G. Prouty, Librarian
Files for reference, statistical material,
ESEARCH Service Corporation, lo- Government releases, and bank and
cated at room 613 Cuyahoga Build- Business reports from all over the world.
ing across from the Post Ofice, cele- Thirty-six hundred and seventy
brated its first birthday December 16, Books have been accessioned.
1930 and so is the youngest of all the Publications include the Service Bzdletb,
special libraries in the city. This library
was organized for reference and research Library Nervs Sheet and Bank N o h .
work along industrial and investment T h e circulation count is more than
lines. At present the collection is small, Five hundred fifty books and 11,000
consisting of 50 reference books and con- Periodicals, year1y.
siderable pamphlet material. Twenty T h e station from Public Library, the
periodicals are subscribed to, and forr Circulation of which is
newspapers are read daily and clipped Counted separately and which
for filing.
The Stations Department of the Amounted to 10,318 in 1930, is a
Public Library maintains a delivery Popular division of the original Library.
station a t "Research Service" and when Enough of statisticsnecessary supplementary material is We cordially invite you, when you come
borrowed from this department and from T o S. L. A., in June, in Cleveland,
T o visit our Library.
Business Information.
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Nela Park Library
Incandescent Lamp Dept. of the
General Electric Company
By Mrs. Irene Moore, Librarian

W

H E N the Nela Research Laboratory was established in 1908 a t
Nela Park-now the Incandescent Lamp
Department of the General Electric
Company-a technical library was organized for the benefit of members of the
laboratory staff. As i t grew and developed i t was consulted also by other
departments and not infrequently by
persons not employed a t Nela Park.
I n 1929, just when the library had
reached the point of overflowing its
quarters, the entire research laboratory
moved into the Lamp Development
Laboratory building and became part
of that laboratory.
The library now contains 6800 volumes and receives 138 periodicals, many
of which are in French and German.
Of these periodicals, 92 are circulated
regularly within the department, records
being s o kept that any copy can be
located a t any time Special requests for
information range from questions such
a s "Who was the man that was plowing
a field when he was told that he had
been made Emperor of Rome?" to
"What is the diameter of the pupil of
the eye for dark adaptation?" Translations of German and French letters are
of ten requested and accomplished with
m?re o r less wear and tear on dictionaries.
As one of the main considerations of
the library is the convenience of those
who use it, adherence to the rules of
library practice, although gently suggested t o patrons a t opportune moments, cannot be strictly enforced,
and the librarian does not come into
the possession of another gray hair
whenever a borrowed book fails to
reappear within two weeks, two months,
or-it must be admitted-in rare cases,
two years. Periodic checking takes care
of such cases, satisfies the librarian's
conscience, and keeps happy the engineers for whom the library is maintained.
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Otis & Co. Library
By Mrs. Vida T. Western, Librarian
OOM 423 Cuyahoga Building (on
the Public Square) houses the
statistical library of Otis & Co., one
of the oldest and largest investment and
brokerage houses in the country.
Collection of material for this library
was begun about fifteen years ago, with
the purpose of making available t o the
members, employees and clients of the
firm accurate financial information in
readily accessible form.
A most interesting, extensive and
valuable active corporation file is maintained, which is fed by interim and
annual reports, stock exchange listing
applications, special analyses, and clippings from leading daily and weekly
papers. This file a t present numbers
about three thousand folders, and three
women are engaged in selecting, systematizing and filing the data which they
contain.
The collection also includes technical
books, magazines and services treating
with corporation statistics, financial
statements, stock and bond markets,
etc., in addition to government releases
concerning industrial output. Of special
interest is the complete file of theManual
of Ohio Securities from 1916 to date,
a unique publication prepared annually
by Otis & Co., and devoted to the important field of Ohio corporations.

R

Hotel Statler Library
By Mrs. Sarah Renfrew, Librarian
EW things in the Statler Hotels
have afforded more satisfaction to
the guests than the libraries, for books
can always offer something to make u p
for the absence of familiar faces in a
strange city, and can turn t o pleasure
and profit many an evening or Sunday
which would otherwise be lost or lonesome. No attempt has been made t o
keep abreast of the present-day press
which turns out a stream of books every
month. There are new books, and old
ones; the selection has been largely
governed by public approval.
T h e nucleus of each Statler library is
made up of such standard works as
Balzac, Dickens, Thackeray, Dumas,

F
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etc., with a good collection of History,
Union Trust Company
Biography, Travel, Poetry, Fiction and
Library
General Literature. Each Statler is a
subscriber to tlie Literary Guild, and
By Emma M. Boyer, Librarian
their selections make a worthwhile
RGANIZED in 1924 as a part of the
addition. The books may be read in the
Statistical Department, the C'nion
Library or taken to the rooms, or the Trust Cornpan!. library is located on the
guest may telephone for them to be third floor of the bank a t Euclid Avenue
delivered by a bellboy, the selection and East K n t h Street. An interesting
being made from a catalog which is found feature of this library is the very exin the room. There is no charge for tensive corporation file which has been
hooks, provided they are ret~trned for developed to meet the growing demand
credit.
for complete and accurate investment
Clippings from the local papers con- information. This file consists of atlnual
taining Statler publicity are made daily reports, clippings, security circulars,
by the hbrarian and pasted in scrap- and analytical reports, which togethcr
books, which are kept for reference.
with a complete collection of investment
The location of the Library is off the services, pamphlets, and cI1ppi11gnmterMezzanine and is appropriately fur- ial covering various phases of banking
nished for a quiet, restful retreat from and economic del-elopments, are available for use within the bank and for
the busy lobby.
consultation by customers. There has
been butlt up a collection of books relaThe Temple Library
tive to financial subjects such as corporation finance, economics, business
By Miriam Leikind, Librarian
statistics, and financial statements in
N a charming and attractivel!. fur- addition to a working library of reference
nished room is housed our special books and directories. The outstanding
library of Judaica, consistmg of over financial and b~usiness periodicals are
4500 books, as well as magazines and indexed and placed on file after they
art objects.
ha1.e been sent to those interested in
Most of the books are circulating, some special articles which they may
In our contain. A summary of the magazine
both fiction and non-fiction
reference collection we have many rare art~clesof interest is ~ssuecltwice each
and beautifully illustrated books as well month.
as a complete reference shelf on Jewish
I n addition to a business library, a
history. For the children we have both station of the Cleveland IJublic Library
English and Hebrew books The books is maintained i n the lunch room. This
are used a great deal for recreat~onal collection contains a b o ~ t t1,000 volumes
reading as well as for school work. For which are changecl from time to time.
the year ending April, 1030, rhe circula- New books are added twice each week
tion was 4388
by regular deliver~es and special reAbout 40 rnagazlnes and newspapers, quests are supplied b> messenger
are ava~lable, dailies, weeklies and
mo~lthlies,in English, Hebrew, German
and French. The periodicals corm from
all parts of the world, one written in By Elizabeth \\- \\'illingharn, Librarian
ITUATED in the new Fenn Builtling
English from C h ~ n a and another In
of the Y. M. C. A School of TechHebrew from Palestine.
A small but inkresting museum of nology, Y-Tech Library has, in tlie two
Jewish ceremonials and art objects is and a half years of its eslstence, become
on display in the library. Many of the an important factor in the l ~ f eof the
articles corning from the Bezelel School institution ~t serves. A beautiful room,
carefull>- planned and equipped, it afof Art in Palestine.
Our library IS a verj7busy and popular fords an Ideal place for quiet and study,
room every day, not only for the I~or- and many students lured from corridors
rowing of books or the doing of refcrence and class-rooms take advantage of the
facilitie5 ollered.
work, but also to browse around.
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A collection of books covering a wide
field is demanded by the many courses
offered by Fenn College, with its departments of Engineering and Business
Administration, Day Co-operative and
Evening divisions, and by Y-Preparatory, Day and Evening divisions. The
co-operative plan of education, which
is being successfully employed in the
day courses of Fenn College and in the
junior and senior years of Day Y-Preparatory; the opportunities for adult
education offered by the evening classes;
the new methods used in Day Y-Preparatory, the "laboratory" of Dr. Goodwin B. Watson of Columbia University
for his experiments in character education, constitute a challenge to a lib r a r i a l e a challenge which is more
easily met because of the fact that, in
addition t o its own collection of books,
Y-Tech Library, as a "special library"
of the Cleveland Public Library, has
back of i t the resources of that institution.
Visitors t o the school and library are
always welcome. The address, the same
as the telephone number, may be
familiar t o many as it was recently cited
in Ripley's "Believe I t Or Not"--2200
Prospect.

The Western Reserve Historical
Society Library

161

collection on the World War, Coins
and Paper Money of the World, Indian
Archaeology and Basketry, Historical
Medals, and Stamps, which latter collection is One of the largest and most
excellent in this section. This project
is of extraordinary service to the museum workers and enables them to
become well informed about the materials for which they are responsible.
The library special division also boasts
of books on Costume, which collection
ranks with the foremost in the country.
The most important works on costume
are here included as well as many lesser
works, which fill in all the little gaps,
until it would be hard to find anything
more complete on any subject. What
could the museum worker and lecturer
do without them?
The Society, out of recent experience,
has found a way to create a new interest
in books among its museum visitors.
The museum not only makes a special
display of library books, such as Early
School Books, Early American Psalm
Books, and Children's Books of a Century Ago; but also displays books with
its regular museum collections relating
to the material exhibited. Visitors in
this way learn to know where such books
are to be found on the material in which
they may be particularly interested,
whether it be World War material or
Early American China.
As you may well imagine, the museum
of the Western Reserve Historical Society operates on an absolutely educational basis with a co-operating library
behind it containing over two hundred
thousand books and pamphlets of great
range and of unique value.

By Wallace H. Cathcart, Director
USEUM workers a t this Society
in Cleveland are always able to
gain a wealth of information concerning
museum acquisitions from its large and
adequate library which is a part of the
Society. This started as an Historical
-Literary organization collecting history,
Correction
biography, and antiquities of Ohio and
the West. In recent years it has grown
The Handbook of Com?nercialand Finanto be one of the finest purely American cial Services records on page 27, Revisions
historical libraries of the country in- published daily by the Fitch Publishing
cluding material on practically all of the Co. Inc., with price a t 315.00. The corUnited States, and books on special rect figure is $150.O@.
collections.
In January 1924, a Handbook of
The library, of late years, is making a
"Special Collection" of books to cor- Libraries i n Cleveland and Vicinily was
respond with the museum "Special Col- issued. This volume may be useful t o
lection,"-such
as Glass Ware and convention visitors. Enquire of Miss
Early American Porcelains, Snuff Boxes, Rosalie A. Brooker, Secretary, Library
Portraits of Prominent Americans, Relics Club of Clevelanct and Vicinity, 2820
of American Wars, including the Terry East 116th St., Cleveland.
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Vacation Suggestions
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I T H spring actually here, it is
not a bit too early to begin t o
make vacation plans. The Cleveland
Convention offers splendid opportunities
in this respect, as the American Bankers'
Association discovered in October, 1930.
Such possibilities were so well described in the September, 1930, number
of the Southern Banker that we quote
the following extracts:
"Many who are not acquainted with
Cleveland do not know what delightful
vacations are available t o visitors t o the
city and Northern Ohio. Early explorers found the rolling wooded hills
bordering on Lake Erie thoroughly
pleasing. Their descendants have found
i t equally plmsing and have settled by
thousands along the shores of Lake
Erie t o enjoy its cool, invigorating
breezes during the summer months.
Much of the woods remain, and many
former clearings have been replanted
to native trees which now have grown
up, lending t o a settled territory the
charm which only trees can impart to
landscape.
Clevelanders have been
quick to see the advantages of the surrounding territory and large tracts are
now devoted t o fox hunting and parks.
Smooth sections of turf have been laid
out for polo games, and bridle paths
through woody parks offer many attractive horseback rides.
"In this territory about Cleveland
are many finely developed golf clubs,
with beautiful club houses and wellplanned courses.
Country estates
abound, enjoying the advantages of the
untouched countryside. Yet all these
beauties are readily accessible to city
dwellers by well-paved roads.
"The city of Cleveland itself has
much to offer to visitors. The Museum
of Art is one of the finest in the country,
and its Public Library is the third
largest in the United States. T h e
Terminal area right a t the Public
Square in the heart of Cleveland has
some of the most beautiful and charming
restaurants in the city. The dining
salon under the Harvey management
surpasses any of the Harvey restaurants,
'

-

while the Guild Hall in the Medical
Arts Building and the Chamber of Commerce in the Terminal Building are
places which should not be neglected by
the visitor. The new Terminal Station
with its shops, offices, and hotel in its
fifty-two story building, offers a study
in city planning. One of the most
interesting places in the Terminal area
is the "home in the sky," a completely
furnished home on the fourteenth floor
of the Builders Exchange. The Shaker
Square development on the Rapid
Transit Line east from Cleveland is a
model much sought after by planners of
such developments, and is well worth a
visit.
Parks

"A motor trip through the parks will
prove a delight to delegates. Extending
like a girdle around the greater part of
the city, the park and boulevard system
is unrivaled in the beauty created by
deep ravines, waterfalls, fine old forests,
shady stretches of beach and huge rock
formations of Lake Erie's shorelines,
all combining to give these pleasure
grounds rare charm.
"Twenty parks, with more than fortythree miles of well-paved driveways
and boulevards, comprising 2,435 acres,
make up this great system. I t contains
thirty children's playgrounds, fifty baseball diamonds, seventy-three tennis
courts, twenty-five skating ponds, fifteen
football fields, and a sporty thirty-six
hole municipal golf course.
"In addition t o this splendid park
area, Cleveland and its surrounding
territory embraces what is known as the
Metropolitan Park District. This system
combines into one continuous outer
encircling parkway the more important
valleys and glens in Cuyahoga county
and parts of the neighboring counties.
The project consists of nine park reservations ranging from 100 to 3,000 acres
each. These will be connected by a
parkway approximately ninety miles
in length. The area now in use totals
10,000 acres and includes two golf
courses in Rocky River Valley.
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Lake Navigation
"During the season of lake navigation,
Cleveland is particularly attractive as a
convention city. Delegates and visitors
traversing the Great Lakes district
have the added advantage of traveling
by rail or by rail-and-water, a s Cleveland is connected by steamer with
nearly every port on the upper lakes.
Delegates to conventions during the
season of navigation are enabled to
combine business with pleasure by
taking a tour up or down the Great
Lakes, either before or after the convention. Opportunity is also afforded
for outings a t numerous summer resorts
near by.
Post-Convention Tours
"Many requests for automobile road
maps to Cleveland and the surrounding
territory suggest that some delegates
may make after-convention tours.
"With Cleveland as a point of departure, many attractive tours are available. Detroit, with its many attractions,
is only 180 miles from Cleveland. Or,
going to Erie, Pa., one may take the
Erie-Dover Ferry over to Port Dover,
Ontario, Canada, then u p beyond Georgian Bay and Little Current, the Gateway to Manitoulin Island. Jarnestown,
N. Y., with Chautauqua Lake, Bemus
Point, and other summer resorts, is 150
miles from Cleveland, while Niagara
Falls is 210 miles t o the east, and is on
the main route around Lake Ontario,
up the St. Lawrence river and on to
Montreal.
"A tour through New York state and
the Finger Lakes may include Rochester,
Auburn, Aurora, Geneva, Seneca Falls,
and Watkins Glen. Fifteen miles west
of Poughkeepsie, in Ulster county and
in the Shawangunk Mountains, is Lake
Mohonk-"The
Lake in the Sky," the
Indians called it-which for more than
half a century has been widely known
for its unspoiled natural beauty and
unique scenic charm. In Essex county,
New York, there is Ausable Inn, in the
Adirondacks, facing Lake Champlain,
close to Plattsburg and Saranac Lake.
Lake Placid Club with its many attractions is a natural haven for librarians.
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Many other delightful summer resorts
are to be found in New York state and
New Jersey, accessible from Cleveland
'
over nood
roads.
"Another pleasant after-the-convention trip leads east through Pittsburgh,
continuing through the mountains of
Pennsylvania into Gettysburg, with all
of its historic sights, down to Hagerstown, stopping a t Uniontown for a round
of golf a t the Summit Hotel and Golf
Club. Then on to Baltimore, where are
found historic relics from the settlement
of the Colonies, through the Revolution,
War of 1812, and the Civil War, together
;with the birthplaces of many of the
nation's founders and other notables.
"And just a few hours' drive farther
is the nation's capital and the world's
financial and industrial centers, and
many scenic features. To travel through
this country is to see some of the prettiest
scenery in the Western Hemisphere.
Starting a t the ,seacoast there are the
wonderful views of the Atlantic Ocean,
the Chesapeake Bay, and its numerous
tributaries; thence westward over level,
then slightly rolling land, to the valleys
and forges of the Blue Ridge and the
Alleghanies. Nowhere within such a
short radius can the traveler find such a
diversity of mountains, valleys, plateaux, sea and river scenery.
"From Washington one may take
either the upper route, stopping at
Annapolis, Wilmington, Philadelphia, or
Atlantic City, or the southern route into
Virginia.
This route includes the
Massanutten Caverns a t Harrisburg,
the Natural Bridge, in the heart of the
Blue Ridge, and the King's Highway
route to Portsmouth, South Norfolk,
Berkley and Norfolk, and the Petersburg Crater, reminiscent of the Civil
War.
Then down to Chattanooga,
where the roads are marvelous on t h e
Lookout Mountain highway. There is
golf, tennis, swimming, fishing, playing
all day amid cool mountains, and restful
nights so cool that blankets are welcome."
We may well adopt the convention
American Bankers Asslogan of
sociation: It's going to be a vacation
as well as a convention."
READ AND A C T

fp
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Editorial Board
EDITOR, Herbert 0. Brigham, State Library, Providence, R. I.

Associate Editors

D. N. Handy, Insurance Library Association of Boston; M. E. Pellett, Library
The Port of New York Authority; Rebecca B. Rankin, Municipal Reference
Library, New York City.

Department Editors
Charlotte L Carmody, Department of Commerce Library, Washington, D. C.
Ethel Cleland, Business Branch, Public Library, Indianapolis, Ind.
Thomas Cowles, California Academy of Sciences, San Francisco, Cal.
Elizabeth 0. Cullen, Bureau of Railway Economics, Washington, D. C.
Louise Keller, Independence Bureau, Philadelphia, Pa.
Marian C. Manley, Business Branch, Ptblic Library, Newark, N. J.
Emilie Mueser, Engineering Societies Library, New York City.
A. A. Slobod, General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.

Good Times Ahead

P

LANS for activity during the conference are well under way. Each of the
twenty-four hours can be filled with interesting things to do. In addition to
the splendid program which has been carefully planned, the entertainment and
hospitality committee have planned many social activities in order that the visitors
may have the opportunity to see and enjoy some of Cleveland's outstanding places.
The Cleveland Chamber of Commerce, noted for its excellent cuisine, has been
selected for the Wednesday evening dinner. Under the same roof as headquarters
hotel it will be quickly reached after a busy day. T h e evening will then be spent at
The Playhouse, Cleveland's famous little theatre.
The annual dinner will be held on Thursday evening a t Hotel Cleveland. With
Miss K. Dorothy Ferguson as toastmistress and Mr. Randolph Eidc as the principal speaker, it promises to be an event that none will wish to miss. At this
time the Cleveland Chapter will welcome all guests.
Possibly the best has been saved for the last day. There will be a drive thru the
residential section of the city and around the University Circle where are located the
Cleveland Museum of Art, Severence Music Hall, Lakeside Hospital and other
medical buildings, as well as Western Reserve University and Case School of Applied
Science.
Owing to the very full program, there is little time for play. Since "all work and
no play . . .," we are accepting the Detroit Chapter's invitation to visit their city
on Saturday.
Golf and riding enthusiasts will find opportunity to mdulge in their favorite
pleasure if they will notify the committee of their interest and desire to spend a part
of their time on one of Cleveland's many golf courses or delightful bridle paths in the
Metropolitan Park.
The committee especially urges those who are attending their first conference to
make themselves known. This committee is con~posedof one member from each
group and one member from each local chapter, and will be a t your service during
the conference.
E m a M. B o m n , Chairman,
fIospztulrty and E?ztertai~cnzerztConznrzttce.
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President's Message

HEN you have finished reading this pre-convention issue you will realize

what careful plans have been made for the general arrangements for the
Cleveland conference by Miss Rose L. Vormelker. You will also realize how Miss
Alta B Claflin has planned a timely and constructive program for us. The various
groups a r e presenting good speakers and well-planned papers which should provoke
good discussions. Cleveland itself because of the number of places which come
within t h e five hundred mile radius makes almost an ideal convention city. The
plans for Detroit and the day there are a happy combination of visits to highly
specialized libraries and fun.
We expect a good attendance. If you cannot come yourself, try to persuade
someone from your Library to come. Remember what the contacts made a t our
annual conferences mean. They are mighty good assets for all of our organizations
and employers.
Meanwhile, try to help us exhaust the supply of the Handbook of Commercial
and Financial Services. A good many business houses and some public libraries
have placed orders. We want our active members to have copies in their own
libraries for daily consultation.
The last official engagement of your president before the Cleveland conference
will be t o attend the annual meeting of the Illinois Chapter, which will be held on
May twenty-eighth a t the Merchandise Mart in Chicago. Then we will be ready
for the Cleveland conference. Come prepared to see, for seeing is bel~eving.A new
feature will be the carefully planned exhibits.
Remember
T h e Time, Advisory Council, Cleveland, June 9
The Conference, Cleveland, June 10-12
Post-conference day, Detroit, June 13
MARGARET
REYNOLDS,
T h e Places, Cleveland and Detroit
Prcsidenf.
May 18, 1931.

Hear Ye ! Hear Ye ! Hear Ye !
S Moses Cleveland and his companions journeyed out to the Western Reserve
A
back in 1796-011 foot, by ox-cart, and covered wagon-so come ye, June 10-12,
1931, in your air-planes, automobiles (or even by train and boat!).

Moses had to blaze his own trail, but your trails have been carefully marked for
you-and you can not'mistake the Chagrin River for the Cuyahoga, as he did.
Furthermore, no one was waiting to welcome the early pioneers, and they had
to provide their own program and entertainment (if any). But when your eyes
behold what the Program, and Hospitality and Entertainment Committees halve
arranged for your pleasure and profit, you will be "just a-rarin'to go ."
Meanwhile, a pleasant journey-with good visibility, no air-pockets, fewer flat
tires, good road-beds, and smooth water!
READ a m ACT'

A Word from Cleveland

THE

Special Libraries Association will be welcomed to Cleveland not only by the
librarians of the soecial libraries of the city,
- . but also, I am sure, by all librarians
o r ~ r e a t e rlevela and.'
The Cleveland Public Librarv is a t the service of the Associati011for any facilities
it can offer in the way of conference or committee rooms, local information; and staff
assistance in Conference plans.
We most cordially invite all members of the Association to come to Cleveland,
and to visit its libraries while here.
LINDAA. EASTMAN.
1 2

-
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Detroit in History
E T R O I T is a city of legend and romance. It is situated on a narrow strait
between Lake St. Clair and Lake Erie and its name comes from t h e French
d'elroit, meaning "the strait."
Cadillac established a French post a t Detroit in 1701 and in 1703 Madame
Cadillac joined him, "the first white woman t o set foot on Michigan soil." A
palisaded enclosure about 200 ft. square was set up and called Fort Ponchartrain;
within a year over 6,000 Indians pitched their tents within sight of the fort. Detroit
remained in French possession until Quebec and Montreal surrendered to the English; all French territory then came in t o British hands and Fort Ponchartrain
passed to British control. On July l l t h , 1796, "the American flag was raised for
the first time over this soil."
In 1805 the entire town except the fort and one house was destroyed b y fire.
Judge Woodward visualized the metropolis of the future and laid out t h e plans for
the broad radiating avenues which distinguish the city today.
The very interesting murals by Gari Melchers in the Detroit Public Library
illustrate the dramatic and colorful history of old Detroit.

D

Detroit Teday

Y

OU will see the fourth largest city in the United States, a city that has increased
its population by over a third each decade for a hundred years.
A city of
broad avenues, fast moving traffic, dynamic restlessness and stupendous projects.
Detroit has over 2,000 manufacturing establishments. They put out over $3,500,
000,000 worth of products annually.
I t is the home of Ford, Dodge, Cadillac, Hudson-Essex, Packard, Chrysler,
Hupp and Graham-Paige automobiles and leads the world in automobile production.
Leading to Canada, Detroit has the first international vehicle subway ever constructed and, also leading to Canada, the Ambassador Bridge, with a s p a n exceeded
only by the new Hudson bridge.
Detroit has a municipal art centre, an excellent municipal zoo, the finest of
recreational parks, and a noteworthy municipal airport. I t owns and operates its
own waterworks and street railways.
Detroit is a young man's town. I t is vigorous, excitable, and busy, a n d its spirit
is in the making. Some one has said that i t is a condition ?s well as a community.
It is interesting philosophically as well as physically.
"Seeing is believing." Let us show you on Detroit Day, June 13th.

Detroit Local Committee

M

EMBERS of the Detroit chapter of Special Libraries Association i n charge of
various activities for Detroit Day are as follows:
Miss Caroline Lutz, General Motors Corporation, Transportation.
Miss Louise Thompson, Bureau of Governmental Research, Registration.
Mrs. Louise Dorn, The Detroit Edison Company, Luncheon.
Mrs. Laronda Gilbert, Detroit Trust Company, Finance.
Miss Frances Curtiss, Detroit News, Hospitality.
Miss Grace England, Detroit Public Library, Garden Party.
Miss Mary Giblin, Detroit Edison Company, Party and Breakfast o n boat.
Miss Jane Hicks, Ford Motor Company, Theatre party.
Miss Ione Ely, Detroit Public Library, Publicity.
Miss Louise C. Grace, Grace & Holliday, General Chairman.
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Sunday In Detroit
T the close of the Convention many S. L. A. delegates will not only take in
Detroit Day but spend Sunday in the Michigan city. Here are some sugA
gestions for the day:
General Motors Proving Ground is a t Milford, only 40 miles from Detroit. Here
you can travel 100 miles an hour, believe it or not.
Canada lies just across the river. Take a bus through the International Tunnel
a n d return by Ambassador Bridge. Canadian hotels are hospitable and the cuisine
excellent. You will enjoy the trip. This is your chance t o travel to a foreign country.
Ann Arbor, where the University of Michigan is located, lies 40 miles away. The
bus carries you directly to the campus and the charm and inspiration of the University is yours. Ann Arbor hills and boulevards are something to be remembered,
a n d you know what a University campus is like at Commencement time. Green
Ieaves-shady walks-happy days!
Travel by water from Detroit to Port Huron via the St. Clair ship canal. This is
a n all day boat trip, restful and beautiful.
The Municipal Zoo, right out the main thoroughfare from Detroit, is well worth
a part of your day.
Cranbrook, a country estate on which is located a famous school of the English
type, lies north of Detroit. The bus takes you there, past lovely homes and green
hills. We would suggest attending the morning service a t Christ Church a t Cranbrook and lunching at a near-by inn.
Guest cards will be available for the various golf clubs
Tell us what interests you and we will help you find a happy way to spend the day.
"We'll be seeing you."

Detroit Libraries
ADVERTISING
Advertimer'a, Inc.,
Miaa Cecile Cardcn, Librarian.
Campbcll-Ewald Company, R e a r c h Department, Library,
Mias Mildred Treat, Librarian.
FINANCIAL
Guardian Detroit Company,
Miss Bernice H. Foster, Librarian.
GOVERNMENT
Bureau of Governmental Research,
Mias Louise Thompson, Librarian.
LAW
Detroit Bar Association,
Miss Olive C. Lathrop, Librarian.
Practitioners' Library.
MEDICINE
Henry Ford Hospital,
Miss Helen E Boyce, Librarian.
Medicine and Small Patients' Library.
Medical Science Department, Detroit Pub.
lic Libary,
Miss Mariorie Darrach, Librarian.
MUSEUM
Detroit Museum of Art,
Miss Agnes Savage, Librarian.
-

-

NEWSPAPER
Detroit Free Prese, Library,
Mr. D. B. Stewart, Librarian.
Detroit News, Library,
Miss Frances Curtiss, Librarian.
General Staff Library. Reference and Research.
Reference Department,
Mr. Ford M. Pettit, Director,

-

Note: Tha CwAed

PUBLIC LIBRARY
Detroit Public Library,
Mr. Adam Strohm, Librarian.
TECHNICAL
Detroit Edison Company, Library, .
Mrs. Louise Dorn, Librarian.
Ford Motor Company,
Research Eibrary-Dearborn,
Miss Jane Hicks, Librarian.
General Motors Corporation, Library,
Research Laboratories,
Miss Caroline W. Lutz, Librarian.
UNIVERSITY
University of Detroit,
Rev. Bergin, S. J., Librarian.

Files of the Detroit Edlwn Company were descr~bedin Swld L i b ~ r l qOctnbsr. 1980, p. 712.
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Special Libraries Association
TwentyThird Annual Conference
Hotel Cleveland
Cleveland, Ohio.
June 10, 11, 12, 1931

PROGRAM
Tuesday, June 9.
2:00 P. M.

Meeting Advisory Council,
Room 34.

Wednesday, June 10.
8:30 A. M. BREAKFAST
CONFERENCE:
Rose Room
Newspaper Grorip

Thursday. June
8:30 A. M.

I I.

BREAKFAST
CONFERENCE:
Rose Room
Newspaper Group

SECOND
GENERAL
SESSION:
Ball Roo111
-.9:30 A. M. BUSINESSSESSION
9:30 A. M. FIRSTGENERAL
SESSION:
10:OO A. M . ADDRESSES
Ball Room
I. "The Steel Industry in Relation to General
Economic Conditions,"-Mr
John Love,
10:OO A. hI. Call to Order, and Prelimmary
Industrial Editor, Scripps-Howard SynBusiness
dicate.
1. Annnsss OF WELCOYE: Miss Linda A.
0.S.
Eastman, Librarian, Cleveland Public 2. "The Agiicultural Situation,"-Mr
Powell, Statistician, Federal Reserve
Library.
Bank of Minneapolis
2. WELCOMEBY PRESIDEKTOF LOCALCHAP3. "The Money Market and its Relation to
TER: Miss Nell G. Sill.
Business,"-Mr.
David C. Elliott, Econ3 RESPOME: Mr. Joseph A. Conforti, Presiomist, Midland Bank, Clcveland.
dent, Illino~sChapter.
4. ADDRESS:"Museums and Their Libraries,"
-Mr.
Lewis R . Wdliams, President
12:30 P. bI. LUNCHEON
MEETINGS
Board of Trustees, Cleveland Museum of
Civic-Social Gronp; Federal Reserve Librarians;
Natural I-Iistory, Member Adv~sory
M I I S ~ Z IGrolip
~II
Council, Cleveland Museum of Art.
1-6 P. R I . Newspaper Grotrp-Akron Trip.
5 ADDRESS. "A New Index of Industrial
Leonard P. Ayres, ViceActivity,"-Col
President, Cleveland Trust Company.
6. PRESIDENT'SA D I ~ E S S . Miss Margaret
Corrznrercinl-Teckrzical; Insurarzce; Afwertrrr
Reynolds.
4 00 P. M. Con2ntercial-TechrlicalGroap-Visit
t o Penton Publishing Co.
Firlanczal Gronp-Tea at Federal Reserve
12:30 P. M. GROUPLURCHEON
~~EETINGS
Bank
Commercial-Technical; Firran~ial
1 :00 P. M. Mlrseum
2:00 P. M. GROUPSESSIONS
6.30 P M. B.~NQUI;.TA N D RECEPTIONBY
Civic-Socral; Financial; Insurance; Newspaper
2:30 P. M. M~cse~wr
Group
Ball Room
4-5 P. W. Commercial-Teclrrrid Group
K.
Dorothy
Ferguson,
Toastmistress
6.30 P. M. Dcrrner at Chamber of CominerceTerminal Tower Building. ADDRESS"Planning Ahead-The Use of Commercial Research,"-Mr.
R a ~ d o l p h Eide,
8:30 P. M. The Play House, 3040, E 85th
President, Ohio Bell Telephone Company;
St.-"Lady
Wmdermere's Fan"
Informal dress.
President, Cleveland Chamber of Commerce.
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TRADE DIRECTORIES
Compiled by

The Committee on Trade Directories for First Purchase, of
the Commercial Technical Group

THE

trade directory occupies a substantial place in the rapidly developing group of special reference sources
for business and industry. Perhaps only
the librarian in constant touch with the
average business man's reaction to these
lists in all their infinite variety can estimate just how essential they are to the
conduct of modern business.
Before the rise of the special library
and before public libraries located in
large industrial and comnlercial communities had even thought of speciallzed collections of books and information
for business interests, the trade directory
was relegated to some secluded corner
in the factory or business office along
with trade catalogs and any other stray
printed matter frequently consulted in
each particular type of enterprise.
Only in comparatively recent times
has the public library.admitted the trade
directory to any equality on the reference shelves with the universally accepted reference volumes. In many
libraries i t is still a debatable question
whether thcsc practical aids to business
should be added.
The lists submitted below are designed t o help any special or public
I~brarian interested in building up a
tracle directory collection and confronted with the difficult problems ?f
selection and of how much to allow In
the annual budget for such a group.
Many trade directories are expensive,
sometimes almost prohibitive in price
Wellfor any but larger libraries.
established directories, catering to large
fields of industry or trade, can afford
to fix their price. Many of the lesser
tracle directories, however, cost very
little and a large number are placed, by
far-sighted publishers, in libraries free
of charge while other publishers allow
libraries ample discounts. There seems
1 2 *

no fiscd rule as to price or gilts and all
such information quoted in this report
is subject to revision
B u t the initial outlay on directories
is not the cnd of the matter nor does it
even serve for a brief period of years as
is the case with many reference volumes which are only rewsed at intervals. Trade directories are for the most
part annual issues, and In an icleal collection the current issue should always
be on file. Buying certain directories
on alternate years and thus spreading
part of t h e ~ rfunds ovcr a two year
period is an expedient adopted by some
libraries, through neccsstty, not choice.
The first step in assembling a collection of trade directories is to provide
a background of all possible local Itsts,
beginning with the city and telephone
directories, the state gazetteer, any city
or slate industrial lists, local blue book
or social register, local and state club
and association directories, state manual and any other lists issued by slate
depar~rnentssuch as those oF autornobilc
owners, incorporated companies, county
agents, teachers, etc. Many of thcsc
will be free or obtainable at small cost.
General biographical reference volrrmes.
large atlases and gazetteers can Ile called
upon to supply their lists of wide scopc
City and telephone directories of nearby
large cities it is imperative to have, mid
as large a collection as possillle of both
city and telephone clirectorles from all
over the country, especially from the
larger cities, should be built up through
various known methods. All these resources will form a nucleus around which
to build the larger collection of tracle
directories.
In this report four lists for first pt11.chase of direc~oriesare submitted, the
scope of each group I~eingbricfly ouLlined a t the beginning of each list. T o

-

say that the selections and groupings ~ l l a r k e td a f a book. G.D. Crain, jr., Chi.
finally submitted were made in some
$2.00 or free with subscription to
agony of spirit is literally true. I t is
Class. annual.
only due to the cordial cooperation of all
A directory of industrial, trade and class
members of the Committee in sending
publications, classified by subject wit11
in lists of the directories they had found
valuable production and consunlption
most valuable and important, indicating
statistics heading each classification.
their first, second and third choices and
carefully annotating many titles, that Moody's investors' service. h f a n u a k of
any decision could be reached. No first
inveslinents and secz~rz'lyrating service.
attempt to compile such lists could be
5 v. with weekly supplements: Govsatisfactory and these lists must merely
ernment section : Bank and finance
represent the first step, a starting point
section: Industrial section: Railroad
from which the nest Committee on
section: Public utility section.
Trade Directories can proceed.
Moody's investors' service, N. Y.
8125.00. annual.
In choosing the titles finally included,
it becarnc more and more plain that no
The least expensive of such servlccs among
one library can possibly select wisely
which otherwise there is httle choice.
trade directories for another, when one
Single volumes can be purchased. The
considers differences in geography, locaIndustrial section is used most.
tion and size of cities; their proximity OJicial guide of the railways a d steam
to larger cities, big industries and large
navigation of the United States, Porto
fields of natural resources; strong local
Rico, Canada, Mcxico and Czlba.
and community interests, ctc. One city
National railway pub. co., N. Y.
is a port through whose harbor exports
$18.00. monthly.
and imports come and go, another is an
inland cily whose central location has Oficial hotel red book and directory.
American hotel ass'n dir. corp., N. Y.
made it a convenient center for pub$5.00. annual.
lishing interests, warehouses, or salesmen's headquarters, railroads have de- Rand M c N a l l y bankers' directory. Rand
veloped the shipping interest in another
McNally co., N. Y. $15.00. scmiconlnlunity; a city in the center of an
annual.
oil or coal or l ~ m b e region
r
or one which
Published in January and July. One
has a single highly developed type of
edition a year might be suficient. A
industry is dominated by that special
similar volume at the same price, Polk's
enterprise. The directory most highly
bankers' encyclopedia, published in March
prized by one library will lie idle on the
and September, is of equal value. The
shelf of another.
two might be purchased alternately.

List I.
This first group includes the ten trade
directories that seemed most generally
used and most essential to any library.
None is limited to a small field. While
most librarians will admit that each of
these volumes is a valuable source, in
many cases the first reaction will be to
miss some favorite volun~e which in
their experience should be in "the big
ten.''

Thomas' register of Anrerica?~ manufacturers. Thomas pub, co., N. Y.
$15.00. annual.
United States. Congress. Congressional
directory. Gov't printing office., Wash.
Issued for each session of congress,
free, from Congressmen.
United States. Bureau of foreign and
domestic commerce. Commercial organizatz'or~sof the United Stales. Gov't
printing office, Wash. 8.60. 1929,
irregular.

Ayer, N.W. and soils. Anrerican newspaper ann~rul a ? ~ ddireclory. N. W.
Ayer and sons, Phila $16.50. annual.
List 11.
Kelly's dzreclory of merchants, 772UltllThis second carefully chosen list of
j(lclr~rcrs nml shippers o j the world. clirectorics offers a wide selection for
2 v. Kelly pub. co , N. Y. 525.00. expansion among lists of broad scope,
annual.
in the larger fields of industry, com-

,

merce, .public utilities, finance, invest- Hayes' druggisls directory and comtnerclu,
ruling book. Edward N. Hayes, Dement, Insurance, real estate, railroads,
troit. $9 00 annual.
etc. Several lists of larger retail outlets
are included here for early purchase, in
Lists nntl rates wholesale and retail
these days when the product is so
druggists of the United States.
definitely seeking a market.
Inszirance year book. 3 v. Spectator co.,
American book trade direcfory. R. R.
N.Y. 820.00 a volume, $50.00 for 3
Bowker and co., N. Y. $10.00. irvolumes. annual.
regular.
Lists Me, fire and ~narine,casualty, surety
American iron and steel institute. Dzand niiscellaneous companies.
recfory of the iron and sfeel works of the
United States and Canada. American Keane's maatial of invesfttzent /rusts.
Financial pub. co., Bost. $25.00.
iron and steel inst., N. Y. $15.00.
annual.
1930. irregular
Covcrs the subject more fully than
Antertcan labor year book. Rand school
Moody. (List I . )
of social science, N.Y. $3.00. annual.
Lists national and international trade Lockwood's directory oJ the fiafier and
allied !rades. Lockwood trade jour.
unions, labor conventions, labor banks,
co., inc., N. Y. $7.50. annual.
cooperative societres, etc.
al
directory. MCA ~ n c r i c a n medical dcrectory. American McGruw ~ r ~ l f r sfa!ion
Graw-Hill co , N. Y. $25.00. annual.
medical ass'n, Chi. $15.00, bi-annual.
Best's itzsurance guide zuzth key ratings. il/cGraza clectr ic railway dzredory. McGraw-Hill co., N. Y $10.00, annual.
Alfred M. Best co., N. Y. $5.00.
annual.
11facRae's blue book and IIendrick commercial regisfer. MacRae's blue book
Best's life inszirance reports. Alfred M.
co., Chi. $12.00. annual.
Best co., N. Y. $15.00. annual.
While not so good as Thomas' register of
Chetnical engineering cafalog. Chemical
manufacturers, (List I ) , this list furnishes
catalog co., N. Y. free if returned on
some data not found there.
publication of next issue, otherwise
$10.00, annual.
IIIar~~zdule-IIz~bbell
American law direcfory. Martindale's American law
Custom house guide of foreign and
dotrtestic commerce. Custom house
dircctory, inc., N. Y . $25.60, annual.
guide, N. Y. 55 00. annual.
One of scvernl excellent legal directories.
Lists all ports in the United States and
possessions, with classified busincss directories of their export and iniport concerns
Includes United States cusloms
tariff.

Nafio?lal real estate directory (successor
to Jackson's real estate directory).
Directory press, Kansas City. $8.50.
Ed. 1,1930.
National research council. Research
Davison ' s lextile blzdebook. Davison pub.
information service. Harcdbaok of
co., N. Y. $7.50. annual. \..
scientific and technical socielies atid
inslilzilions of the Unifed Slates and
Exporters' encyclopedia. Thos. Ashwell
Cbzada. National research council,
co., N. Y. $20.00. annual.
Wash. $3.50. 1930. irregular.
Fairchild's h d of men's wear stores. Fairchild pub, co., N. Y. $15.00. annual. Patterson's American edllca/io?zsl dzrcctory. American educational co , Chi.
Fnirchild's list of sonzen's wear stores.
$6.00, annual.
Fairchild pub. co., N. Y. $15.00.
,
annual.
P o ~ k e llist oJ railroad oficials. Railway
equipment and pub, co., N. Y . 86 00
Pitch bond book. Fitch pub. co., N. Y.
a year, $2.50 an issue. quarterly.
$25.00. annual.
Not nccessary if Moody's or other complete
financial service is subscribed to. (List I.)

One edition a year will prove sufl~cientin
many libraries.

IIardzoarc age's vcri$ed list of havdware Poor's regisicr of directors of thc U?ziled
Stafcs and Canada. Poor's pub. co.,
7ohoIesalers, hardzirare retail dealers,
N.1'. $40.00. annual.
?~znnz&clzrrers' agents, 5c, 10c and 25c
Alphabetical and geographical arrengcstores . . . Hardware age pub. co.,
rnent.
N.Y. $15.00. annual.

Seczwity dealers of North America. Herbert D. Seibert, N. Y. $6 00. annual.
Less expensive and in some ways better
than Investment bankers and brokers of
America. (List 111.)

Sheldon's retail /rude of 'the United
Stales. J . S. Phelon co., N. Y. $5.00.
annual.
Standard rate and d a f a service. Standard
rate and data service, Chi. $30.00 a
year. monthly and supplements.
Gives and keeps up to date advertismg
rates of United States newspapers and
periodicals.

the local public is often the best guide
a s to which very special trade directories
should be added to the library.

Acco~nrtant's directory a d wlio's ~ u h n .
Prentice-Hall, N . Y. $10.00. 1925.
Too old to be of much v n l u c w a i t lor
new cdition.

Advcrliser's rate book. Nelson, Chesman
and co., St. Louis. 55.00. annual.
Not so good as Standard rate and data
service (List 11) but less expensive.

American directory of collection agencies.
Service pub. co., Wash. $3.00, semiannual, June and December.
Sweets arckitectz~ml catalogues. 4 v. American institute o j accounts. Yearbdak.
Sweet's catalogue service, N. Y. free.
Inst., N. Y. $1.65. annual.
Sweet's engineering cataloples. Sweet's
Useful since Accountank' rlrreclory
catalogue service, N. Y. free.
(above) is so old.
Tlrontas' zuholcsale grocery and kindred A nierican instilule of acluaries. Yeartrades register. Thomas pub, co , N. Y.
book. Inst., Chi, free. annual.
$10.00 annual.
American library directory. R. R. Bowker
United States. Post Olfice department.
co., N. Y. $5.00. 1930. irfegular.
Oficial postal guide. Gov't printing
A
m
e r i c a n sociefy of certified pzlblic acoffice, Wash. $1.50. annual, with
c o u n t a d s . Directory. Society, Wash.
supplements.
free. annual.
American m i n i n g and metallzwgica2 mawList 111.
ual.
Mining manual co., Westminster, Colo. $50.00. annual.
Expensive but valuable until new cdition
The third group supplements the
second. Here are directories of basic
of bIines handbook (below) appears,
industries and extensive business opera- Bankers and brokers directory zudk list
tions of value and merit
not so
of lawyers and accoziwlanls. Williams
nluch In demand or so constantly conand co., N. Y . $7.00. semi-annual.
sulted as those in the previous lists.
Includes list of translet ofices.
Some of these might well be purchased
in alternate yearsnot only t o conserve Bonbright's survey oJ power a d light
funds but to test their value in the inMcGraw-Hill, N . Y .
companies.
dividual library-the hbrarian will not
$10.00. annual.
be left long in doubt if he allows any
of his directories to fall far behind the Brown's directory of American gas conzRobbins pub. co., N. Y.
pa7zies.
times for his public will promptly call
$15 00. annual.
his attention to any directory they
consider too old.
Rullinger's postal and shippers g k d e jor
The temptation was very strong to
the Under1 Slates, Canada and Newinclude in this list a t Icast a number of
foundland. Bullinper's monitor guide,
the most used, highly specialized lists
i~rc.,N. Y. $5.00. annual.
in industries of more limited scope.
They are so valuable when needed and Buyers for exporl, cornp. by Thomas D.
Ashwell.
Exporters' encyclopedia,
each library has favorites of its own
N. k'. $10.00. Ed. 3, 1930. irregular.
among these lists of manufacturers of
pottery, soap, class, hats, tpys, sport- Chillon catalog a n d directory, a classi$ed
ing goods, lists of furriers, hospitals,
buyers' guide and reference book for
warehouses, etc., etc. There are hunautomotive wkolesaZers, retailers, fleef
dreds of them among which each library
owners, service slalions, e k . Chilton
must choose for itself. The clemand of
class journ. co., Phila. $5.00. annual.

Dartnell direct a d v e r h i n g guide, comp.
by J. C. Aspley. Dartnell corp., Chi.
83.00. annual.
L ~ s t s principal producers of direct mail
advertising, trade directories, house organs, etc.

Davison's knit goods trade.
Davison
pub. co., N. Y. $6.00. annual.
Lists rnanufacturcrs, agents, jobbers, chain
and retall stores

Dauison's silk and rayon !rude. Davison
pub. co., N. Y. $6.00 annual.

Mines handbook. Mines handbook co.,
Tuckahoe, N. Y. $15.00. irregular.
Li'a~t for new edition which has been
prom~scd-last edition is 1926.

Nz~?lz'cipal index, a yearbook for cily,
town and collllly oficials. American
'. $5.00.
city magazine corp., N. 1
annual.
Lists manufacturers, consultants, products
and scrvices of ~ntercst to clty activities
and officials of cities of 10,000 and o\cr.

National canners assoc. Canners' dweclory and lzst of ntetttbers of tlrc Cami?rg
nzachznery and szlfiplies association
and llte National food brokers associuDireclory of rock products industry, the
Association, Wash.
S2.00.
lion.
producers of cement, lime, crushed
annual.
stone, sand-and-gravel, clc.
Rock
products, Chi. $3.00. Ed. 1, 1929-30. Penlon's fo~rndry list, direcfory of gray
biennial.
and ~~zallcablew o n , sfccl, brass and
alu~rain~~na
jozindries i n tire Uniled
Gzjl and art shop buyers' directory
Slalcs and Canada. Periton pub. co.,
Andrew Geyer, inc., N. Y. 51.00. anCleveland. $25.00. 1930-31. irregular.
nual.
Roggenburg,
I., and C. P. Keane. InI$ardouare age catalog for hardware b~iyers.
slilzitional holdings of scc7~rilzesclasszIron age pub, co., N. Y. $10.00. anjied.
Financial pub. co., Boston.
nual.
535.00. biennial.
L ~ s tmanufacturers, jobbers, large reta~lers.

Not necessary ~f Hardware age's verificd
l ~ s t (List 11) is purchased. American
wholesale hardware dircctory is much
cheaper than either.

Lists holdmgs of insumncc companies,
savings and state banks, trust conipanics,
fraternal and benevolent organizat~ons,
large univers~ties.

H u f f ' s nalional jair directory. Edward
L. Huggman, Catnden, 0. 5-25. Sheldon's jobbing trade. J . S. Phelon
and co., N. Y . $3.00, annual.
annual.
Soi~thern
lzrnzber~rtan'sdirectory of AmeriIncludes both state and county fairs,
can s a w t i l l s and planing niills. Southstressing Ohio and Indiana fa~rs.
ern lumberman, Nashville, Tenn. $20.
Invcstntcnl bankers and brokers of Amer1928. irregular.
ica. A. C. Babize, Chi. $17.50. an- Special libraries association. IIa~zdbooL
nual.
of comnzercial and Jiltancia1 i n j o r m ~ Keystone coal buyers catalog and nizne
lion scrzriccs. Association, Providence.
direclory. McGraw-Hill, N. Y . $15 00.
$2.00. 1930. irregular.
annual.
United States. Census bureau. Official
regzslcr of llre Untlcd Slalc.~. Gov't
Mac's coal directory and buyers guide.
printing officc, Wash. S 60. annual.
Coal information bureau, Pittsburgh.
$10.00. annual.
[Jnitcd States. Department of commerce. Aeronautics branch. AcroMcCourtie, W. E. Wltere and how lo
narrtics [rude tiireclory. Gov't printing.
sell manuscripts, a directory for nurilers.
office, Wash. Ed. 1, 1930. free.
Home correspondence school, Springfield, Mass. 5th ed., 1929. frequently United States. Bureau of education.
Ed7icatiorral direclory. Gov't printing
revised.
office, Wash. S.30. annual.
Marvyn, Scuddcr manrral of sxlinct &id United States. Bureau of foreign and
obsolete companies. Marvyn Scudder
domestic commerce. ~llarkclrcscirrclr
co., N. Y. 3 v. $25.00 a v o l . 1926,
agencies; a grridc to plibliralio~ts and
1928, 1930.
nctivilies rela/i?rg to domeslic rmwke/i?ig.
Gov't printing office, \\'ash.
S.25.
More inclusive but more expensive than
annual.
Smythe's valuable extinct securities.

Who's who i n advertising, ed. by J. J.
Rogers. Harper, N. Y. 57.50. Ed.
I , 19.31.

Financial post directory of Canadian
directors and oficials. McLean pub.
co., Toronto. Ed. 1, 1931. $10.00.
Financial
post survey of ntines, Canada
A first but not altogether satisfactory
McLean pub.
und Newfoundland.
attempt t o list United States advertisers.
co., Toronto. $2.00. 1930. annual.
Wilson, W. G. Dzrectory of agriczilfz~ral InLernatio?zal banking rlzreclory. Bankers
arm? home econonzic lenders, United
pub. co., N. Y. $10.00. annual.
States and Canada. Author, CamLloyd's
direrfory of nzan~,fuclz~rers,
Iiwrbridge, Mass. $15.25. annual, with
chanls and shrpping rmdes. Lloyd
supplements.
pub. co., London. 60s. annual.
Very similar to Kelly's d~rectoryof mcrchants and rrianufacturers. (L~st1)
List IV .-Foreign
bz~sinessdircclory; London, szrlrIn this fourth group are found just a il/orrisls
urban, provincial and foreign Irade.
very few out of the many foreign
Morris's business directory, London.
directories and these few are largely
25s.
annual.
those of quite universal scope or of our
near neighbor, Canada, of England and Pos& olficc London directory, with cozrnky
sub~lrbs. Kelly's directories, Itd.,
of South America. Kelly's d~rectory of
London. 60s. annual.
mercharrls, ntantrfacturcrs, and sltippcrs
of the world, in the list of first ten Sell's nalional directory of large contdirectories, of course belongs also in any
lnercial houses i n Great Britain alzd
first group of foreign directories. Many
Ircland, with special exporl-import secinland cities will find they nced few
tion.
Business dictionaries, Itd.,
foreign directories. Port cities, on the
London. 12s 6d. annual.
other hand, will have to have many
. such volumes on the shelves of their U. S . A . bluebook of Soz~lhAnzerica.
P. W. Tinan, Buenos Aires. $5.00.
libraries but even among these cities so
annual.
occupied with foreign trade there will
be a great difference in volumes selected.
L~stsU. S. residents, branch houses, local
Pacific coast cities will want different
firms, manufacturers' representatives,
trade directories of foreign countries
clubs, chambers of commerce, etc.
from those most in demand along the
Atlantic coast or the Gulf of Mexico. Winkler's ~nanzlalof forcigri corporations
and banks. Overseas statistics co.,
So, here again, the imperative needs of
inc., N. Y. $15.00. annual.
the users of the library will guide the
librarian. As this Report goes to press,
an invaluable guide t o the selection of
foreign directories has been issued by the
United States Bureau of Foreign and
Domestic Commerce, Foreign Directories,
The consideration of first selections
compiled by Oscar N. Kolquist.
in trade directories cannot be left withBaedeker's intcrnalional fravel book. In- out some mention of the very valuable
ternational
transportation
ass'n, lists supplied in the pages of many
business and trade papers, usually in an
Wash. $10.00. annual
annual number often called a yearbook
Lists hotels, railroads, steamslilp lines, or directory number. Keeping in mind
bus alitl truck Ilnes, travel br~reaus,air- such
annual issues as the January Yearlines, warehouses, banks, etc.
book of Editor and Pz~blishcr, Sales
Cunadian [rude index. Canadian mfrs' hfanagement's Media a d reference nzintbey, appearing each September, the
ass'n, Toronto. $6.00. annual.
A n n z ~ a li s s z ~ eof Chain sforc progress, the
Direrfory of directors, list of directors of Roster nntnber of ATaLional real rslate
primipul joint s l o ~ kconzpunies whose journal, the annual statistical issues oi
S ~ C I L ~ ~ L ure
Z E J k i t ~ l i , 10
? ~llze sfock marke&s various automobile journals with their
of the LTuzted K i n ~ d o n z . Thos. Skinner lists of new cars, specifications, prices,
and co., London. 25s. annual.
no librarian can afford t o ignore the

wealth of lists and trade directories
supplied in business periodical literature.
Just a word as to checking for trade
directories and keeping in close touch
with new publications and new issues
of old ones. Good sources of current
information in regard to these sometimes
quite elusive volumes are: the text and
advertising pages of business, trade and
financial journals; the daily column in
the United Slates Daily listing all new
publications received a t the Library of
Congress exclusive of fiction and children's books; and, best of all, the

Weekly bulletin of Public Affairs I n formalion Service, which just recently
has begun a record of new directory
publications formerly listed under
specific subject only under the single
heading "Directories." Cumulated in
the annual volumes, this record will
in time perhaps take the place of that
very comprehensive and still useful
volume, now out of date in many entries,
however, Mailing list directory, by Morley
and Kight, published in 1924. Or perhaps libraries may still hope for a new
edition of that priceless volume. The
Dartnell Company has just announced
that it will shortly issue a very complete

Mailing List Directory.
I n addition to the large problems of
evaluation and selection of trade directories, the Committee found lesser
ones of entry and imprint. Indulgence
is asked not only for omissions and

inconsistencies in the selection of titles
but also for errors in form of entry,
details, prices, etc. Some such confusion
is almost inevitable in a composite list
assembled within such a short period.
I t is hoped that suggestions as to titles
included or excluded and corrections of
all kinds will be freely submitted. For
final selections, for errors in judgment,
for mistakes in imprint, the Chairman
of the Committee takes all responsibility
and again expresses appreciation and
gratitude for the cordial cooperation and
assistance given her by all members of
the Committee.

Chuirnran,
ETIIELCLELAND,
Librarian, Business Branch of the
Indianapolis Public Library.
DOROTIIY
G. BELL,Librarian,
Business Branch of the Providence
Public Library.

ANNAS. BONSALL,
Librarian,
E. F. Houghton and Co., Philadelphia.
Head Calaloger,
RUTIIDAVIS,
Library of the U S. Dept. of
Commerce, Washington.

MARYW. DIETRICIISON,
Librarian,
Business Branch of the Boston
Public Library.
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SPECIAL L I B R A R I E S

Friday, June 12.
8:30 A. M.

BREAKFAST
CONFEREKCC:
Rose Room
Newspaper ~ r o r i p

THIRDGENERAL
SESSION:
Ball Room
9:30 A. M. Business Session.
10:OO A. M. Address. "Labor and Unemployment,"-Mr.
Whiting Wilhams.
10:45 A. M. Business sess~on,annual election.
12:30 P. M. Luncheota, Executive Board.
Room 5.
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Group Sessions
Civic-Social

Croup

GRACEA. ENGLAND,
Cl~airnrata

Wednesday, June 10.
2 P hi. ROOM31
1. "National Unemployment Rel~efStatistics:
the Registration of Social Stat~sticsof
the United States Children's Bureau as a
source of Social Service Data,"-Mr.
Raynrond Clapp, Director, Cleveland
Welfare Federation.
2. "Progmm of the Recently Organized Public
Adn~inistration Clearing House,"-Mr.
Louis Brownlow.
3. T o be announced later.

Thursday, June
Ciw'c-Social; Commercial- Technical
Financial; M~iserim;Newspaper

--

4:30 P. M. Scenic Drwe-Visit t o National
Library Bindery, Art Museum,
and Medical Library en route.
10:OO P. M. Board boat for Detroit.
10:30 P. M. Informal Get Together on Boat.
ll:30 P. M. Boat leaves Cleveland for Detroit.

I I.

LUNCIIEOK,
12:30 P. M. ROSEROOM
Election of officers, and discussions of committee reports.

Friday, June 12.
2:OO P. M. ROOM31
Subject: "A program for the Civic-Social
group: Group activities."

Commercial-Technical

Group

MARIANC. ~ % A X L B P ,Chairmnn

Saturday, June 13.
Detroit Day
HEADQUARTERS:
BOOKC ~ D I L L AHOTEL
C
7:30 A. M. Breakfast on boat.
9:00 A. M.-12:30 P. M. Visit Special Libraries
(Transportation
provided).
1:30 P M Luncheon - Grosse Point Yacht
Club ($2.00).
3:OO-4:30 P. M Sight Seeing Trip (No charge).
4:30 P. M. Garden Party, Detroit Public
Library.
8:00 F. M. Theatre Party, Detroit Civic
Theatre, followed by Buffet
,
Supper ($2.00).
7All morning sessions are scheduled Lo close
a t twelve o'clock. All afternoon sessions a t f o u r
o'clock.
YFor meeting places of the Groups, see t h e
group programs. Each group has been assigned
a specific meeting place in the Hotel Cleveland.

Wednesday, June 10.
12:30 P. hI. Roolr 3
Luncheon meeting: Librarians of college and
public buslness libraries
4:00 P. M. Roo11 29
Subject Heading Problenls-Open discussion.

Thursday, June 1 1.
2:00 P h'l. EMPIREROOM
1. Report of Groupactivlties.
2. "Trade and Technical Associations and the
Library."
a . Trade Association speaker to be announced.
b. Library speaker-hliss
Linda H
hiorley.
3. "Some Aspects of Trade and Technical
Literature,"-Mr. C. J. Stark, President,
Penton Publishing Con~pany.
4. Report of Nominating Conrrnittee.
4.00 P.M. Visit to plant of Penton Publishing
Company, publishers of trade journals
and directories.

SPECIAL LIBRARIES

Friday, June 12.
2:00 P: M. Roous 27-29
Technology Round Table
Mrs. Louiae Dorn, Presiding
"Subject Headings for Technical Periodicals,"
-Mr. J. E. Hannum.
General diecumion.

MapJune, 1931

What are the sourcta of information on
foreign countries which are available in
English and which are authoritative?
Marie Ginsberg, Economic Librarian,
League of Nations. Eleanor Cavanaugh,
Standard Statiatica Company, New York.
Election of officers.

Financial Group

Insurance Goup

VIRGINIASAVAGE,
Chairman

MABELB. SWERIG,Chuirman

Wednesday. June 10.
1230 P. M. LUNCHEON
MEETING:ROOM5-7
2:00 P. M. E M ~ I RROOM
E
1. Reports
a. A. B. A. Exhibit Comm~ttee.Emma M.
Boyer, Union Trust Company, Cleveland.
b. I. B. A. Exhibit Committee. Virginia
Savage, Halsey, Stuart and Co.,
Chicago.
c. Summary of suggestions for future activities of the Group, with diecusclion,
Josephine Curry, Redmond & Company, New York.
d. Plan for a permanent Committee on
Publications t o evaluate current financial literature for the benefit of the
Group. K. Dorothy Ferguson, Bank
of America National Trust and Savings Association, San Francisco.
2. The "low down" on the financial publications of the year (Florence Wagner, Wall
Street Journal, New York; Mddred
Robie, Lee, Higginson & Company,
Boston; Marion Bowman, The First
National Old Colony Corporation, Boston; and others will diecues juet how
valuable some of the new material is, or
isn't).

Thursday, June 1 1.
12:30-1:30 P. M.
Federal Reserve Librarians' luncheon at Federal
Reserve Bank.
4-5 P. M.
Tea at Federal Reserve Bank for Financial
Group and guest speakers.

Friday, June 12.
2-4 P. M. EMPIREROOM
1. Uniform subject headings for financial
literature. Ruth G. Nichols, Federal
Reserve Bank of Chicago.
2. When and where you may expect t o find
certain statistical information used by
banks and investment houses. Sue M.
Wuchter, Continental Illinois Company,
Chicago.

Wednesday, June 10.
2:00 P. M. ROOM26
1. Insurance Educational Work in Cleveland.
Mr. Charles W. Hippard, Chairman,
Educational Committee, Cleveland
Life Underwriters.
2. Discussion of Pamphlet on Insurance Library.
Reading of manuecript prepared by Mr.
D. N. Handy, Librarian, Insurance
Library Agociation of Boston.
List of casualty insurance books. Discumion led by Miss Mildred B. Pressman, Librarian, National Bureau of
Casualty & Surety Underwriters, New
York.
List of fire insurance books. Diacunaion
led by Misr Abbie G. Glover, Awintant
Librarian, Insurance Library Association of Bmton.
List of life inrurance books. Diecumion
led by Mrs. Alice F. Fitzgerald, Librarian, National Life Insurance Company, Montpelier, Vt.
,

Thursday, June 1 1.
2.00 P. M. ROOM26
1. Discussion on lists of booka continued.
2. Report on List of Insurance Libraries. Miss
Laura A. Woodward, Librarian, Maryland Casualty Company, Baltimore, and
Secretary 01 the Insurance Group.
3. Election of officers.

Museum Croup
ETHELDRED
ABBOT,Chairman

Wednesday, June 10.
1:00 P. M. Luncheon a t Museum of Art.
2:30 P. M. Meeting a t Medical Library
Auditorium.
Speakers: Mr: William M.Milliken, Director, Cleveland MUseum of Art.
Mr. HaroldL.Madieon, Director,
Cleveland Museum of Natural
History.

MapJune, 1931

SPECIAL

LIBRARIBS

Thursday, June 1 1.
12:30 P. M. Luncheon a t Guild Hall, Builders' Exchange Building.
2:00 P. M. Meeting at Museum of Natural
History.
Report of Committee on a Survey
of Science and Art Museums.
Discussion.

Friday, June 12.
2:00 P. M., AT HOTELCLEVELAND,
ROOM28
Round table discussion of problems.
Business and election of officers.

Newspaper Goup
FORD
M. PETTIT,Chairman

Wednesday, June 10.
8 3 0 A. M. ROSE ROOM
BREAKFASTCONFERENCE.
Mr. Ford M. Pettit,
director of reference department, Detroit
Newe, chairman of the Group, in charge.
Subject: "Events of the Year in the Newspaper Library."
Discussion. Report of Secretary-Treasurer.
2:00 P. M. ROOM34
FIRSTFORMAL
CONFERENCE
"The Practical Development of the Newspaper
Library,"-Mr. Paul Bellamy, Managing
editor, Cleveland Plain Dealer.
SYMPOSIUM:"The Cleveland Newspaper Libraries."
Mrr. Dorothy Ford, librarian, The Cleveland
News.
L. Schreiber, librarian, The Cleveland Press.
Miss Edith S. Osborn, librarian, The Cleveland
Plain Dealer.
Miss Winifred Clark, librarian, The N. E. A.
Service.
"The Seattle Times Information Bureau,"
Miss Florence M. Walsh, supervisor.
"A New Alphabetic Diversion," Mr. William
C. Waugh, director of the Russell Soundex
System, Buffalo, N. Y.
"British Newspaper Libraries," Mr. J. J Eaton,
librarian, The Yorkshire Press, Leeds, England.
8 3 0 P. M. ROOMS
34-36
SECOND
FORMAL
CONFERENCE
"The Functibn of the Newapaper Library,"
Mr. Floyd J. Miller, publisher Royal Oak
Tribunal, Royal Oak, Mich.
ROUND
TABLEDISCUSSION
a. "Indexing Newspapers,'' Miss Agnes J.
Petersen, librarian, Milwaukee Journal.
b. "Care of pamphlets," Miss Marie A. T.
Walker, librarian, The New York Times,

c.
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"Keeping a record of material issued a n d
getting it back. What penalties are provided and are they enforced?" Mr. David
G.Rogers, librarian, The New York
Herald-Tribune.

Thursday, June 10.
8:30 A. M. ROSEROOM
BREAKFASTCONFERENCE.
Mr. JosephF. Kwapil,
librarian, Public Ledger, Philadelphia, in
charge. Subject: "Some New Claasihcationa
and Helps for Old." Members are requested
to write out questions on classification problems and hand or send them to Mr. Kwapil.
1.00 P. M .
BUMSwill leave the Hotel Cleveland for Alaon
to visit the plant of t h e Akron Beacon Journal
and the hangar of the Goodyear-Zeppelin
Corporation, where the U. S. Navy dirigible
"Akron," the largest airship in the world,
will be inspected. John S. Knight, managing
editor of the Akron Beacon Journal, will
welcome the visitors to his office and will
speak on "The Value of the Newspaper
Library." Reservations for this trip muat
be made t h o u g h Mr. Sheridan a t t h e
Hotel Cleveland by 6 P. M., Wednesday.
Return in time for t h e S. L. A. banquet and
reception. Visitors are welcome.

Friday, June 12.

.

8:30 A. M. Ross ROOM
BREAKFAST
CONFERENCEMr. William Alcott,
librarian, The Boston Globe, in charge.
Subject: What is best in library equipmentdesks, cabinets, floor covering, sizea and
material for containers-and why?" Discussion. Miss Blanche L Davenport, Li.brarian, Christian Science Monitor, will
open the discuaaion.
2:OO P. M. ROOMS
34-36

a . "Value of the Newapaper Library as a
Maker and Saver of Money," Prof.
Robert W. Desmond, Department of
Journalism, University of Minnesota,
Minneapolis.
b. "Problems of Elimination," Mr. Ford M.
Pettit, director, reference department,
Detroit News.
c. "Successful Ways of Obtaining Local
Biographic Materialand Photos," Mr. Joseph Sheridan, librarian, Akron Beacon~ownal.
d. Annual business meeting.
Election of
officers. Resolutions.
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Special Libraries Association
Executive Board
PRESIDENT-Mis~ Margaret Reynolds, First Wisconsin National Bank, Milwaukee, Wia.
FIRSTVICE-PRESIDENT-Mias Jessie Callan, Librarian, Bessemer and Lake Erie Railroad, Pittrburgh, Penn.
SECONDVICE-PRESIDENT-M~& Louise P. Dorn, Librarian, Detroit Edimn Company, Detroit,
Mich.
TREASURER-Miss Elizabeth 0. Cullen, Reference Librarian, Bureau of Railway Economicr,
Washington, D C.
D r ~ E c ~ o ~ ~ - W i ~Alcott,
~ i a m Librarian, Boston Globe, Boston, Mass.
Miss Eleanor S. Cavanaugh, Librarian, Standard Statistic8 Co., New York City.
Arthur E. Bostwick, Librarian, Public Library, St. Louis, Mo.
Angua Fletcher, Librarian, British Library of Information, New York, N. Y.

General Office
EXECIJTIVESECRETARY-Mr8. Mary H. Brigham, 11 Nisbet Street, Providence, R. I.
Phone. Plac~tationa 0798.

General Convention Committee
Rose L. Vormelker, General Chairman, Business Information Bureau, Cleveland Public Library
Aka B. Claflln, Program Chairman, Federal Reserve Bank Library
Mildred Stewart, Registration Chairman, Technology Division, Cleveland Public Library
Minnie W. Taylor, Publicity Chairman, Cleveland Museum of h'atural History
Emma M. Boyer, Hospitality and Entertainment Chairman, Union Trust Company Library
Helen G. Prouty, Information Chairman, Research Service Corporation
LOCAL INFORMATION C O M M I T T E E
Helen G. Prouty, Chairman, Research Service Corporation
Mrs. Sarah P. Renfrew, Hotel Statler
Harriet H. Thwing, Cleveland Museum of Art
REGISTRATION C O h l M I T T E E
Mildred Stewart, Cha~rman,Technology Division, Cleveland Public Library
Margaret F Terwilliger, Cleveland College
Blanche Srnith,Cataloging Department, Cleveland Public Library
Ruth Barber, Federal Reserve Bank
Genevieve Newel, Business Information Bureau, Cleveland Public L ~ b r a r y
Jessie W. Callan, Ressemer & Lake Erie Railroad, Pittsburgh
PROGRAM COMRIITTEE
Alta B: Claflin, Chairman, Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland
Gladys R. Haskin, Cleveland School of Art
Elizabeth 11'. Willingham, Y. M. C. A. School of Technology
HOSPITALITY AND E N T E R T A I N M E N T C O h l M I T T E E
Group Members
Civic-Soc~al
- lone M. Ely,Civics Division, Detroit P u b l ~ cLibrary, Detroit, Mich.
Commercial-Technical - Else L. Schulze, Proctor & Gamble Co., Cheniical Division, Ivorydale,
Ohlo
Financial
- Marguerite Burnett, Federal Reserve Bank, New York.
Insurance
- Geraldine Rammer, Librar~an, Hardware Mutual Casualty Co.,
Stephens Point, Wis.
- Eugenia Raymond, Librarian, Cincinnati Art Museum, Cincinnati,
Museum
Ohio.
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Local Representatives
Akron
Baltimore
Boston
Cincmnati

- Joseph Sheridan, Librarian, Akron Beacon-Journal.
- Alice V. Reynolds, Librarian, Consolidated Gas & Electric Co.
- Abbie G. Glover, Insurance Library Association of Boston.
- Mrs. Mary Condit, Librarian, Engineering and Cornnlerce Library,

'Cleveland
Detroit
Illinois

- All Local Chapter Members.
- M~ldredTreat, Librarian, Campbell-Ewald Co.
- Marion Mead, Director of Research Department,

University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio.

hlilsaukee
W~nneapolis
New York
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
San Francisco
Washington

Illinois Chamber of
Commerce.
- Erma S. Schneider, Librarian, Morris Fox & Co.
Agnes J. Petersen, Librarian, Mdwaukee Journal.
- Alta I. Hansen, Librarian, Bus. & klun. Br. Library.
- Mlriam N. Zabriskie, Librarian, Western Electric Co.
- Deborah Morris, Librarian School of Fine Arts, University of Penn.
E. Mae Taylor, Librarian, Philadelphia Electric Co.
Esther E. Fawcett, School of Fine Arts, Carnegie Institute of Technology.
- K.Dorothy Ferguson, Librarian, Bank of America.
Margaret Hatch, Librarian, Metropolitan Life Insurance CO.
- Elsie Rackstraw, Librarian, Federal Reserve Board.

-

-

PUBLICITY COhlMITTEE
Group Members
- Grace England, Civics Department, Detroit Public Library.
Civic-Social
Commercial-Technical - Marlan C. Manley, Business Branch, Newark Public Library.
- Florence Wagner, Wall Street Journal.
Financial
Mabel B. Swerig, Insurance Society of New York.
Insurance
- Mrs. Clara H. Josselyn, Popular Library, Buffalo Museum of Science.
hluseum
- Joseph Sheridan, Akron Beacon-Journal
Newspaper

-

Chapter hlembers
Baltimore, Md.
Boston, Mass.
Cincrnnat~,Ohio
Cleveland
Detroit, Mich.
Illinois
M~lwaukee,Wis.
New York City
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Southern California
San Francisco
Washington

- Ella S. Hitchcock, Legislative Reference Bureau, C i t y Hall.

- Abbie G. Glover, Insurance Association of Boston.
- Elsie Flynn, 234 Stetson Avenue, Cincinnati.
- Ruth Barber, Federal Reserve Bank.
- lone M. Ely, Civics Department, Detroit Public Library.
- Joseph A. Conforti, Peoples Gas Light & Coke Co., Chicago.
- Ethel Slattery, The Three Schuster Stores.

- Marguerite Burnett, Federal Reserve Bank.

- Helen M. Rankin,

Munic~pal Reference Division, Free Library of
Philadelphia.
- Esther E. Fawcett, School of Fine.Arts, Carnegie Institute of Technology.
- Marjorie G.Robertson, Rank of Italy, Los Angeles.
- Mrs. Amy M. Caya, California State Chamber of Commerce.
- Elizabeth 0.Cullen, Bureau of Railway Economics.

Grace Stowell, Proctor & Gamble Co , C~ncinnati.
Local Members
hlinnie W. Taylor, Chairman, Cleveland hluseum of Natural History.
Genevieve Newel, Business Inforn~ationBureau, Cleveland Public Llbrary.
Ethel Quaintence, Advertising Department, Nela Park.
Harriet H. Thwing, Cleveland hluseum of Art.
Gertrude Warnicke, Penton Publishing Co.
Harriet Woodard, Cleveland Museum of Natural History
1 3
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Travel Information, Cleveland Convention
Travel Committee
CHICAGO-Joseph A. Conforti, The Peoples Gas Light & Coke Co., chair mar^.
B A L T I ~ I O R E - L ~A.UWoodward,
~~
Maryland Casualty Co., 40th & Cedar Sts.
.
BOSTON-Blanche L. Davenport, Christian Science Monitor, 107 Falmouth St.
CINCINNATI-GraceStowell, Procter & Gamble Co.
DETROIT-Louise Thompson, Detroit Bureau of Governmental Research, Inc. 5 1
Warren Ave., W.
Los ANGELES-Guy E. Marion, Chamber of Commerce.
MIL\VAUKEE-A~~~S
J. Petersen, Milwaukee Journal.
NEWYo~~--Nelle Barmore, General Education Board, 61 Broadway.
PHILADELPHIA-JosephF. Kwapil, Public Ledger.
P ~ T T S B U R G H - J ~W.
S S ~Callan,
~
203 W. Hutchinson Ave., Edgewood, Pa.
SANFRANCISCO-Annette Windell, American Trust Co.
TORONTO-Frederick A. Robertson, Hydro-Electric Power Commission Library.
RAILROAD FARES
For railroad fares see table on page 126, April issue Special Libraries. Toronto
fares should read as follows: Toronto t o Cleveland, one way fare, $10.23, lower
berth $3.75 upper berth $3.00, parlor car $2.10. Chicago to Cleveland via Nickel
Plate, only $11.26.
Persons from Denver and points further west will find i t advantageous to buy
the summer excursion round trip fare which is approximately as follows: From
Colorado points, $60.65; from Pacific coast points, $105.65. If the trip is made
by the Nickel Plate Railroad there is a reduction of 81.60 from all points.
DETROIT MEMBERS who are going to Cleveland by railroad may return to
Detroit via Detroit and Cleveland Navigation Company. This company will
accept the railroad tickets marked "reduced convention fare."

Regarding Reduced Convention Fares
The chairman of the Travel Committee has made application for special fares to
the Cleveland Convention to the various passenger associations.
The following rules and regulations will apply, provided there are 150 certificates
deposited.
1. Certificates must be requested from the agent where you buy your ticket to
Cleveland.
2. Buy only a one-way ticket, anytime from June 6 to 12, 1931.
3. Deposit your certificate with the Secretary of the Special Libraries Association a t Hotel Cleveland on the day of arrival.
4. If 150 certificates have been deposited with the Secretary, then you will
be entitled to buy a return ticket a t one-half the regular fare, anytime up
to and including June 16.
Complete schedules via air, water or rail from principal cities t o Cleveland are on
file with the Chairman of the Committee, also a t the General Office of S. L. A.
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Announcements

Our Speakers

Meetings will close promptly a t twelve
noon and four p. m.

Col. Leonard P. Ayres is of national
reputation, known a s a keen analyst,
a statistician of rank and an authority
on economic problems. He has performed notable work i n connection with
the statistical problems of the A. E. F.
and the after-war negotiations.

I t is strongly urged that hotel reservations be made beginning Tuesday night,
June 9, in order to register and be in
readiness for the important morning
sessions on Wednesday.
Promptness in opening and closing
meetings is absolutely essential in order
t o comply with the very full daily
schedule.

Mr. Randolph Eide is not only
President of the Ohio Bell Telephone
Company, b u t also President of the
Cleveland Chamber of Commerce. He
speaks with authority on the subject of
commercial research.

*

Following the established practice,
formal reports from committees, local
associations and groups will be distributed a t the sessions.
I t is reported that the Detroit Chapt e r plan some special stunts before the
boat leaves on Friday night.

*

*

Mr. David C. Elliott, economist for
the Midland Bank of Cleveland, was
formerly connected with the Federal
Reserve Bank as statistician and editor
of its "Monthly Business Review."
He is one of i h e most thorough students
of financial conditions in the city

Mr. John W. Love was until recenlly
industrial editor o n the Cleveland Plain
Headquarters will be maintained a t Dealer, and is now connected in a similar
t h e Cleveland Hotel during the period capacity with the Cleveland Press. His
of the conference. Please register im- daily column on industrial affairs is
mediately after arriving in order that widely read. *
*
*
your friends will know t h a t you are
Mr. 0. S. Powell, statistician of the
at the conference. Watch the bulletin
Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis,
boards for important announcements.
was recommended t o the Program
Committee a s one of the best authorities
on agricultural conditions. His presence
The Newspaper Group of S. L. A. in Cleveland a t t h e time of the Convenhave invited Mr. J. J. Eaton, Librarian tion is made possible by the Minneapolis
of the Yorkshire Post, Leeds, England, bank through the good offices of Govt o attend the Cleveland convention of ernor Fancher of t h e Cleveland bank.
S. L. A. and make an address on the
*
*
*
British Newspaper Libraries.
Mr.
Mr.
Lewis
B.
Williams
is a partner
Eaton is a member of the Council of
in the firm of Hayden Miller & Co.,
ASLIB.
investment bankers, and is vice-chair* * *
of the Federal Reserve Bank of
The A. L. A. has supplied the General man
Cleveland. We are stressing on the
Office of the Special Libraries Associa- program,
however, his close connection
tion with reduced fare certificates which
with,
and
deep interest in, the two
a r e available for members of the S. L. A.
of t h e city.
who are not A. L. A. members and who important museums
* * *
a r e planning to go t o the New Haven
Mr. Whiting Williams is a well known
conference. These may be obtained on
application t o Mrs. Mary H. Brigham, authority and an adviser to large emSecretary, General Office, and they ployers on personnel and public relations.
will also be available a t the Registration He always writes with a n understanding
of the laborer and his problems.
Desk during the Cleveland conference.
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Books For Reference
[A few hooks from the publishers which are
not strictly business books, but Some of which
are useful desk books. A footnote explains the
initials.-Editor ]
Ellsworth, Willlam Webster.
Creative
Writing. New York. F u n k & Wagnalls
Company. 1929. $2.00
Qualified to advise by reason of experience
as lecturer, editor, author and formerly president of The Century Company, Mr. Ellswolth, with enthusiasm and forcefulness of
literary style, conveys the rlpe wisdom of years
in chapters which relate to the joy of authorship, the value of a college education in training
for creative writing; the field of poetry and of
the magazine short-story; plots, characters and
titles; where authors live; great books; best
sellers and good writing.
As a reference book for the library shelf, its
in~portanceis enhanced by Appendices which
list the leading American authors of t h e
Nineteenth Century, the authors in the
United States, and certain style rules of con.
servative magazmes which are safe t o follow
in writing for the press. Thls book tells us
there is no joy like t h a t of creative wr~ting,
that it is worth while t o t r y to write if one has
anything in him which tells him that perhaps
the power is there, finding effects in putting
words together,-no day without a line
G. M. S.
Larsen, Thorleif a n d Walker, F r a n c i s C.
Pronunciation, A Practical G u i d e t o
American S t a n d a r d s . Oxford University
Press. 1930. $2.50
"Good speech is a n essential part of the
equipment of every educated man," state the
authors in the preface of this new volume on
pronunciation. Taking their guidance from
Professor G. P. Krapp of New York and
Professor Daniel Jones of London, the authors,
respectively educated a t Oxford and Harvard,
have trled to harmonize pronunciation of the
English-speaking people. There is a readable
chapter on the factor of locality in relation t o
good usage. A chapter on Proper Names would
be of coris~derablevalue in a special library.
Foreign words are also given a place and a brief
bibliography completes the volume.
H. 0. B.
H. 0. B.
G. McC.

Herbert 0. Brighnm.
Gladye McCaekie

M a w s o n , C. 0. Sylvester. T h e s e c r e t a r y ' s
G u i d e t o C o r r e c t M o d e r n Usage. Crowell,
1930. 52.00.
There comes to the desk of the Editor a new
edition of Dr. Mawson's handbook which was
originally printed in 1926 under the title
"Style Book for Writers and Editors." The
volume is not only important to the secretary
but t o the executive himself. Dr. Mawson is
well qualified for this task as lexicographer and
scholar. Of English birth he came to America
twenty years ago and durmg the World JVar
was identified w ~ t hthe A. L. A. War Service.
Incidentally, his volume contains a useful
study of Brrtish and American forms of spelling.
The volume should find its place in every special
library.
T a l n t o r , S a r a h A u g u s t a a n d Monro, Kate
M. T h e Secretary's Handbook. Third
Edition. M a c m i l l a n . 1930. $3.50.
Dedicated t o the secretaries of America "to
whose untiring and often unheralded work the
world of business owes much of its success,"
this publication by Miss Taintor and Miss
Monro will be a useful handbook in the special
library. Originally issued in July, 1929, it
has had several reprints. A special chapter on
"Correct Usage in Letter Parts" will be found
convenient. Chapters on t h e fraining of resolutions and constitutions are an innovation in
a book of this type, and chapters on the writing
of reports, t h e preparation of manuscript,
proofreading, indexing and citations are helpful. Under the heading "Sources of Information
Useful t o Secretaries" the authors have compiled a list of a hundred reference books of
importance.
H. 0. B.
A R e a d i n g L i s t o n Business Administrat i o n , i s s u e d by t h e C o m m i t t e e on Res e a r c h , A m o s T u c k School of Adm i n i s t r n t i o n a n d Finance, D a r t m o u t h
College, 1930. 35c.
This short selective list of books on the major
business subjects will constitute a valuable
guide through the maze of business literature
of the past ten years. Written from the point
of view of a school of business adn~inrstrat~on,
it speaks as one having authority. I t is not a
G . M. 9.

H.B. V. H.

Graco M. Sherwood.
R. Van Homn.

Henry
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exhausting list of business books I t chooses
some of the best books of recent years and gives
br~ef annotations
The subjects covered
are: Admmistration, Industrial Relations,
hlarketmg, Foreign Trade, Finance, Account
ing, Stat~stics,and Business Law
Desigt~ed as an aid to Dartmouth alumni
and others tn assembling their libraries, this
list should also prove helpful to general librarians who have "that guiltiest feeling" that
something more should be done with business
books in their collection, but hardly know where
to begin and what t o pick. The books selected
by the Amos Tuck School are all so standard,
no great mistake would be made in selecting
any of them.
This bibliography is an interesting way of
meetlng the after-college-slump-in-reading. Perhaps in bus~nessadnlrnistration this slump is
to be more guarded against than in any other
G. Mc.
field.
West, Clarence J. a n d Hull, Cnllie. Bullet i n 81 of t h e National Research Council.
F o u r t h Edltlon. Washington. 1931.
The fourth edition of this publication shows
commendable progress in the field of industrial
research with 1,600 laboratories listed in this
edition as compared with 1,000 in the third
ed~tion. T h e list, arranged alphabetically,
gives little concept of the range of activity of
these research laboratories, but the subject
classification with its groups of numbers
indicating the laboratories, presents an illuminating picture of the wealth of laboratory
work in this country. Metallurgy-done notes
226 laboratories; paints, oils and varnishes,
177 laboratories; iron and steel, 166 lahoratories; and foods, 155 laboratories. In the field
of chemistry there is a wealth of laboratory
organizations and the industrial activities of
the country should be notably enhanced by the
add~tionof these 1,600 laboratories. The list
does not include laboratories ma~ntained by
Federal, state and municipal governments or
educational insi~tutions. A geographical index
is included in the volume and addresses of
directors of research arrangcd alphabetically
are a useful feature. The publ~cationbears the
authoritative mark of the National Research
Council a n d is sold a t $2.00 a copy.

H. 0.B.

Wnlsh, J o h n W. T. T h e Indexing of Books
a n d Periodicals. New York. R. R. Bowker. 1931. $2.00.

\trill be reviewed in a later issue by the
Class~ficationand Indexing Committee.
1 3 *
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Wykaz D r u k o w XV,XVI i XVII w. z n a l d u jacych s l e w Bibljotece P u b l i c z n e j
Miasta Stolecznego W a r s z a w y , Opracowa1 K a z i m i e r z Kardaszewicz. Warsznwa,
1930. 310 pages.
The public library of Warsaw has acquired
since its foundation (1907) about 250,000 volumes-entirely
by gift. This catalog of some
3,000 older titles is arranged in ten groups:
Incunabuta (40 titles, none of whrch are Polish
imprints), Pol~shirnprmts and Polonica, Latm
and Greek books, French books, etc. The most
extensive and useful section 1s the Polish list
(pp. 14-148) although, even herc, it is disappointing in t h e incompleteness of the lists
of works and e d ~ t ~ o nb sy indiv~dualauthorsin fact, some of t h e famous Polish authors are
not represented a t all
H.B.V.H.
T h e A m o s T u c k S c h o o l of A d m i n i s t r a t i o n
a n d F i n a n c e , C o m m i t t e e o n R e s e a r c h of.
M n n o a l o n R e s e a r c h a n d Reports. Baltimore. W i l l i a m s & W i l k l n s Compi(ny.
1931. $1.25.
The development of research, especially
in colleges and universities, 11.1s caused I he
Committee on Research of t h e Amos Tuck
School of Administration and Finance, Dartmouth College, t o prepare this working manual.
The compilers of the Manual, who d o not
present their names, refer t o t h e need for nppreciation of library facilities as a valuable
asset in any work mvolving research. The
conlmittee rcfers t o t h e orgnnimlions which
have installed industrial libraries and employ
librarians. T h c committee adds: "Helpful as
the industrial library may be, however, it is
no substitute for training in ways of finding
information for oneself. T h e number of
concerns which have such libraries is small, and
the problem assigned for investigation may
not be one 'which can readily be looked up
in the books a t hand." T h e chapter, "Gathering Informatron," notes source rnater~al f r o n ~
government bureaus, trade associations, periodicals, societies a n d research agencies and rndustrial consultants. There are also chaplers on
record~ng information, analyzing dab, preparing the manuscript and preparing the
report. A short chapter entitled " G u a ~ d i n g
Against Error," refers t o rechecks during
preparation. Appendices ~ n c l u d ea fe\\ general
guides and oliicial material from the United
States Governrnent and the States. T h e book
is somew'hat sketchy and there are man)
omissions.
H. 0 . B

-
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Classification and Indexing
Louise Keller and Emilie Mueser, Department Editors
Advisory Council:
Florence Bradley, Constance Beal, Harriet D. MacPhermn, Isabel Rhodes
Kathrine Malterud
Classification 1s a live subject and the minor
differences of opinion only intensify the keen
interest which classification creates. We trust
our readers will share in the discussion.
Editor.

introduce others to thc system. Mr. Hesse
even visualizes the time when the Universal
Decimal Classification will become so universally used that anyone will be famil~arwith
decimal numbers as a sort of intellectual shorthand. N o matter in what language a piece of
Engineers on Bibliography a i d
printed matter is written, a person will then
Classification
know a t a glance whether the contents is of
An eager concern on the part of technical interest t o him or not, when it bears the decinlal
men to find adequate means of orientat~on number. Thus unnecessary translation would
among the enormous accumulation of hterature be avoided, and unnecessary reading would he
in their field is sometimes reflected in articles
eliminated, in t h e many cases where a title
by them on hbrary organization in technical does not gwe a n accurate indication of the
periodicals. No matter what the particular contents.
wr~terhas on his mind, these articles as a rule
Revista de obras puhlicas, published in
con81bute sornethmg of value to the subject,
wh~chcan't always be said to be true of what Madrid, has a n article in its issue for October
one reads in librarians' publications, any 1, 1928 called La class~ficationde documentos
librarian will admit. These comments written tecnicos segun el sistema decimal, by F. Espino
by someone directly concerned with the sub- (pp. 347-349) calling the attention of technical
ject, have a definiteness that does one good men to the necessity of following each successive
step of advancing technology. This is done
after a perusal of librarians' periodicals.
A typrcal article of the kind is found in most satisfactorily through periodical I~terature,
He finds the classification dbcinlale un~verselle
"Power" for June 12, 1928, pp.1067-1068.
Its title IS "Post-college training for engineers," the most adequate system for classifying this
and the author is Mr. Thos, hi. Gunn. In material.
A development peculiar to bibliography of
discussmg how engineers may keep and expand
the knowledge acquired in their trainmg, scientific and technological literature is the
especially in cases where a man is not able t o prtnted "index" card. Bibliographic activity
work in his chosen field. Mr. Gunn makes the within this youngest field of literature is more
suggestion that they use clecimal classification feverish than in any other, with the push of
for their own notes. He also points to ways of commercial and industrial conlpetition back of
expanding Dewey, evidently being ignorant it.
Revue g6nCrale de I'tlectricit& for April 12,
of the Brussels expansion (the Classification
clC.c~maleuniverselle). He shares the op~nionof 1930 (pp. 593-598) has a very interesting article
a German engineer, Herr Hesse, ariting in on Le service de documentation de la CompagTelegraphen-und Fernsprerh-Technik for Mar. nie de Produits chimiclues et 6lectrombtal30, 1930 (pp. 78-82), that current scientific lurgiques Alais, Froges e t Camargue.
and technical literature might most advanThe highly organized indexing activity of
tageously be classified a t the publishers and a n important industrial concern is here deenormous expenses and duplication of work scribed in detail. Five sources of material for
would be eliminated. Herr Hesse even thinks the indexing are taken up separately: periodical
the time wdl come when writers themselves publicat~ons, patents, publishers' catalogues
will supply their products with dec~malclass and announcements, test reports and books,
numbers. He praises the Classification decimale ~ncludingthose of other I~braries. The indexuniverselle and gives detailed graphs of the ing of patents is gwen special attention, and
expansion of 621.39, electric d~stance com- this mdex is kept separated from the others.
rnunicat~on, wh~ch make a good illustration The general divisions of Claes~ficationdecirnale
both for those who want to find out about it universelle, and its schemes for chemistry,
for themselves and for any one wishing to mineralogy, mechanical enyineermg, heating

'
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and n~iscellaneous minor divisions are used,
but applied chemistry has been developed in
the library, and new subdivisions are constantly
introduced in the other classes. An important
expansion has been made for a l u m ~ n u m ,the
principal product of the concern. T h e writer
says that results gained during ten years have
proved the value of the indexing, which now
occupies three engineers, one librarian and
several stenographers and typists. H e stresses
t h a t the system is not held up a s a model,
feeling sure that many other ways might be
found to reach just a s good a result and t h a t
such a system might not even be advantageous
under d~fferentcircumstances. Still we think
this article would be of much interest t o anyone
concerned with similar problems. I t is very
inclusive, a n d clearly written.
Those n o t having read "Why the Science
L ~ b r a r yadopted the Universal Decimal Classification," in Library Journal for Dec. 15, 1930,
should do so. If anyone should wish t o find
out more about this excellent expansion of the
D. C. t o wh~ch unfortunately t h e English
copyright has not been granted, although it is
translated partly or in full into other languages,
there are articles by Dr. Bradford in the Engineer, for 1928, pp.176, 357 and 685
T h e same periodical for Nov. 15, 1929, p.
527, comments on a reference index of technological literature, Mededeelingen van het
Nederlandsch Instituut voor Documentatie en
Registratuur. The Engineering Index and the
simdar German publicat~on,t h e V.D.I. Literatur-Karte~en are discussed by an engineer,
Herr Voss, in Electro-technische Zeltschrift,
Sept. 25, 1930 in an article called Wertstelgerung and Literaturausntuzung. Other current
technological bibliographies are also nient~oned.
An article in Teknisk Tidskr~ft(Swedish), April
26, 1930 also reconimends the use of card
indexes t o current literature, and the Rlevican
Ingeniera, Dec. 5, 1929 reports t h a t enthusiasm
was arousecl among engineers in t h a t country
when the Natiot~al Engineering Faculty decided to subscribe t o card-service r6sumC.s of
techn~calliterature.
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We quote from the letter, following it with a
further statement of our own prefereuce.
"I have read your material and suggest
that you recolnmend t o your questioner a
reference to Miss Claribel Barnett of the U. S.
Department of Agriculture.
Surely 308 is altogether too niiscellanoous
and the rural problem is largely tied up with
agricultural life and is a subject of considerable
literature by the U. S. Department of Agriculture.
Urban sociology has been in the past principally a question of social surveys and similar
undertakmgs. Possibly an enlargement of 323
niight afford an opportunity t o place urban
life in this classification, although technically
323 is a subdwis~onof political science."
In regard to the new suggestions, we should
like t o say that after having given the matter
thorough consideration, we stand by our
origmal recommendations.
Miss Claribel Barnett would undoubtedly
offer valuable information about rural 3ociology,
but the question of urban soc~ologywould be
somewhat outside her sphere.
We admitted in our original answer that 308
in Dewey rs a n~iscellaneous number. Since
this question of combining rural and urban
sociology woultl require a general place, and
not a one-sdrd place, a miscellaneous number
seems the best possible solut~onif one is following Dewey. Brussels plainly includes both
sides of the c]uestion in 308, though 308 in
Brussels has a slightly different content than
in Dewey, and more specifically provides for
material of this sort.

In regard to the third suggestion, 323 seems
much less desirable than the more general and
miscellaneous 308. I n the first place, ~t is
offered as a possible number for urban sociology
only, while the ~nquireris anxious for a number
to include both rural and urban material In
the second place, 323 is decidedly a political
science number, though the term in the Deaep
heading may seem to indicate a more general
scope. Taken by itself, t h ~ sheading IS, in fact,
Rural a n d Urban Sociology-Further
sl~ghtly misleading.
After consult~ng with
Thoughts
various expert classifiers, this number has
In the Aprrl issue of SPECIAL LIBRARIES been ruled out as a possibility because the
we gave our ideas as t o the place in Dewey question of rural and urban sociology is, in
which might be assigned t o rural and urban their opinion, economlc as well as political. I t
sociology when it was deslrable t o keep these is a general problenl in the soc~alsrlence field,
two aspects of social work in close proxim~ty somewhat allied to social surveys, but not
t o one another. One of our readers thinks necessarily so formal a s to presentation. \Ye
diflerently on this point and has been sufficient- did not for this reason include 309.1 ns a
ly interested t o share the thought with us. serious poss~bility
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Digest of Business Book Reviews
Compiled by the Staff of the Newark Business Branch Library
D u r a n d , E. D. A m e r i c a n i n d u s t r y a n d H.P Dutton. Factory and Industrial Managecommerce. G i n n , 1930. $4.00.
ment, December, 1930, p. 1183. 325 words.
"The book should be judged primarily a s a
IIanson, A. W.and
P. B.
work on economic interpretation and economic
lerns i n a u d i t i n g . McGraw-Hill, 1930.
philosophy."
Royal Meeker.
A n ~ e r ~ c a n s6.00.
Economic Review, March, 1931, p. 105. 825
"One would need many years of field work
..
n u..-.I..
r UJ.
before
meeting all the sit;ations introduced in
"The more recent economic developments,
international comparisons, and the inter- these cases . . . The student is taught to
relations of various economic activit~es are think through a situation, t o analyze its
stressed in this book." Management Review, compbnent parts and to combine it all into a
logical and sound answer." n'. S. Icrebs AcNovember, 1930,p. 389. 45 words
"The author has written an excellent book counting Rev~ew, September, 1930, p. 273.
on his subject, systematically treating income 424 words.
American Accountant, July, 1930. p. 328.
and standards of living, economic progress and
400 words.
population, natural resources, manufacturers,
Certified Public Accountant, February, 1930,
transportat~on, communication and trade."
Nation's Business, February, 1931, p. 78. p 63 245 words.
"This volume may be considered as a corn100 uords.
vanion t o Professor Walker's in 'the Marvard
Filene, E. A. Model s t o c k plan. McGraw- curr~culum, and is devoted entirely to the
Hill, 1930. $2.50.
problems arising in making an audit." W.H.
"The base for the plan is the department store Lawton. Journal of Accountancy, May, 1930,
but the author belleves that the pr~nciplesare p 386. 561 words.
R. L. Smitley. Hepner, H. W. Psychology i n m o d e r n
applicable t o all retailing."
Business Briefs, November, 1930, p. 151. 140
business. Prentice-Hall, 1930. 55.00.
words.
"The
book s h o w how modern psycl~ological
"It will give the student of merchandising
a philosophy of retailing that wll ~lluminate knowledge can be applicd t o the many problem
his thinking." Journal of Retailing, January, that call for adjustment throughoul busincsa."
Advertising and Selling, September 17, 1930,
1931,p. 122 170 words.
"The book points the way to increased profits p 77. 42 words.
" H a v ~ n gthus indicated the general nature
through advanced and scientific merchandising
and d~stributlor~." System, February, 1931, of the problems of business psychology, the
author develops his thesis under SIX chief
p. 133. 55 words.
divisions."
F. A. Fall.
Credit Monthly,
Frederick, J. G., editor. Philosophy of October, 1930,p. 42. 440 words.
production.
Business Course, 1930.
"HE book shoulcl be of real ass~stanceto the
executive and the student of commerce, for it
$4.00.
" T h ~ sbook has most of the merits and de- suggests methods of analyzing and influencing
fecis of any symposium. Each contributor is employees, customers, and associates." Journal
\tell known in his own line, and several have of Retn~ling,January, 1931,p. 122. 180 aords.
"To this reviewer the book seems lacking
achievcd world-wde fame; hence their words
in a point of view or attitude toward the prol-rcommand careful attention."' Royal Meeker.
Aruerican Economic Revieu, March, 1931, p. l e n ~ of human relations in economic life."
Ordway Tead. Management Review, March,
140. 370 words
1931,p 95. 530 words.
"It is a forward-lookmg book . . but it is
too general. I t approaches the problem from I I u e b n e r , C. G. a n d K r a m e r , R. L. Foreign
t r a d e principles a n d practices. Applethe standpoint of all industry." Class and
ton. 1930. $5.00.
Ind~~strial
Marketing, January, 1931, p. 116.
"This product of the Wharton School of
346 words.
"In this book the attempt is made to get at the University of Pennsylvania is a complete
the deepest question of all-why, and whither." treatise on foreign trade, and is destined to
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beconie a deskbook in constant use hy both
exporters and importers." F. A. Fall Credit
and Financial Management, March, 1931,
p. 42. 600 words.
"This volume
is by far the most cornprehcnsive discussion of the subject that has
come off the press in recent years." Nation's
Business, February, 1931, p. 78 120 words.
"Includes information regarding the new
tariff and changes brought about by the
Customs Service Act." System. March, 1931.
p. 215 40 words

...

M e a d , E. S. Corporation finance. Appleton. 1930. $4.00.
"The text is one primarily for t h e use of advanced students In corporation finance."
W. F. Gibbs. Accounting Review, March,
1931, p. 78. 500 words.
"The volunie contams information of special
value to bankers and business men." American
Bankers Asqociation Journal, February, 1931,
p. 730. 110 ~\ords.
"The revised sixth ed~tionof the best known
book on t h ~ ssubject
The chapter on
consolidations of con~paniesis especially upto-date and worthy of consideration." R. L.
Sm~tley. Business Briefs, December, 1930,
p. 235. 125 nords
"The first sectlon deals with normal corporate activities, the second with the more
technical subjects of expansion and reorganization." John Carter. F o r b ~ s ,December 15,
1930, p. 60. 40 words
"The author has completely revised his
authoritative study of this subject and has
added much new material." System, January,
1931, p. 50. 60 words.

...

Reed, 11. L. Federal reserve policy, 19211930. McGraw-Hill, 1730. $2.50.
"His presentation is little concerned with the
hasic ends of policy; it is chronologicxl and
ep~sodicrather than analytical . . . It tends
t o obscure the underlying banking theories
which motivate the Board's specific policies."
L. B. Currie. American Economic Review,
hIarc11, 1931, p. 162. 1060 words
"The book 1s divided into SIX chapters, each
one containing a critical analysis of the Federal
Reserve policy during a certaln period."
Bankers Magazine, Deceniber, 1930, p. 937.
260 words
"A careful, detailed, and cr~tical analysis
of the efforts of the Federal Reserve System
t o adapt and adjust its policies to meet changing business and economic cond~tions" Bankers Monthly, April, 1931, p. 251. 50 words.
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"This volume . . . is designed to inform
the reader of the salient forces uvhich have
moulded the Federal Reserve policy since t h e
depression of 1921." Frank Parker. Management Review, March, 1931, p. 94. 260 words.
Sanders, T. 11. E. a n d Coffman, P. B.
Problems i n i n d u s t r i a l accounting. McGraw-Hill, 1930. $6.00.
"The object of the book is to provide a
nuniber of instances or examples, classified
and arranged so as t o exh~bitthe underlying
working of certain principles." A H. Church.
Accounting Rcview;Septeniber, 1930, p. 269.
1088 words.
"\\'hen this volume is combined with the
text previously published by the same author.
there results an outstanding contribution t o
accounting literature." American Accountant,
August, 1930, p. 376. 540 words.
"The book is a series of case studies of cost
accounting applied t o a large number of industries . . . and states each problem from
different points of view, using arguments for
and against various suggested methoda."
W. J. Greenwood. Journal of Accountancy,
March, 1931, p. 230. 350 words.
Sanford, E. R. Applled accounting prlnciples. Crowell, 1931. $4.50.
"A logical order of development has been
followed, and the pages of the text are replete
with illustrative forrns." American Accountant,
March, 1931, p. 90 330words.
"Its special strength seems to he in the clearness and detail with which it tells how to meet
the numerous situations met by the accountant." H. P. Dutton. Factory and Industr~al
Management, April, 1931, p. 639. 100 words.
"The text IS generously illustrated with six
forms which fan~iliarizethe student with the
technique so essential in the proper presentation
of facts and figures." Industrial Digest, March.
1931, p. 31. 145 aords.
"To a beginner in the study of bookkeeping
one may safely recommend it probided t h a t
the student use it only for its intended purpose
and not as a textbook 111 English." F. \\'.
Thornton. Journal of Accountancy, April,
1931, p. 306 480 words.
Schell, E. H. T e c h n i q u e of executive c o n trol. Mc-Graw-Hill, 1930. 52.00.
"This third 'edition has added a series of
quest~ons in connection with the problems
interspersed throughout the text." Bulletin
of the Taylor Society, June, 1930, p. 195. 77
words.
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"Simple, practical, and sound, t h e book has
found a wide use among executives, detail
H. P. Dutton.
executwes, and foremen."
Factory and Industrial hlanagement, April,
1930, p. 843. 40 words.
Secrist, Horace. B a n k i n g ratios. S t a n f o r d
University Press, 1930. 510.00.
"It is an unusually comprehensive analysis
of the business of banking and is designed prlmarily to serve as a reference aork." American
Bankers Association Journal, February, 1931,
p 731. 140 words.
"The study is a careful analysis of the results of operations of national banks, by cities,
for the entire country, and of the individual
nieniber Imiks in the Twelfth Federal Reserve
District and in California." Bankers hlagazine,
November, 1930, p. 795. 305 words
"The findings are stated in the form of
generalizat~ons and supported by detailed
analyses." Bankers Monthly, Noveniber, 1930,
p 57. 210 words
"This book of Dr. Secrist, formerly Professor
of Economics and Statistics, and Director of
the Bureau of Business Research of Northwestern University, is a disinterested piece of
rcsearch work for the purpose of deterniining
and measuring the outcome of bank operaLions." Frank Parker, Management Review,
January, 1931, p 30. 320 words.
Stronck, 11. N. a n d Elgelbrener, J. B a n k
loan management.
R a n d Mch'ally,
1930. $5.00.
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"Being practical, this book is bound to be
appealing t o the veteran as well as to the
advertising cub." Lefax, January, 1931, p.
27. 200 words.
"Experience gained through years of active
advertising makes this book a valuable and
System,
practical help t o all copy-writers
February, 1931, p. 132. 75 aords.
Taylor, J. B. a n d Miller, 11. C. C. P. A.
problems. McGraw-Hill, 1930. $5.00.
''The value of the book would have been
grcatly enhanced had the authors devoted a
sectton of the work to a series of questions and
problems illustrating the appl~cation of the
various articles contained in the income tax
regulations." H. T. Chamberlin. Accounting
Rev~ew,September, 1930, p. 265. 360 nords.
"Since problems and questions have their
value both from the view-point of the practitioner who is rev~ewingin order t o take the
C. P. A exammations and from the standpoint
of the student, there is a definite place for this
book."
American Accountant, June, 19.10,
p. 282. 560 words.
"While this book is intended primarily for
the university student during college years,
he will do well to add it to his per~iiancntworking hbrary " \V. 1-1. Lawton. Journal of Accountancy, May, 1930, p. 383. 407 words.
American Accountant, February, 1931, p.
61. 375 words.

Wagemann, Ernst.
Economic r h y t h m .
McGram-Hill, 1930. 53.00.
"Its nineteen chapters are a presentation of
"The book is well annotated, and includes
principle and methods governing the detailed a valuable bibliography." \1'. A. Paton. Acoperations of a bank in making and adrninisler- counting Review, March, 1931, p. 75. 1500
ing every type of loan." Bankers Magazine, words
December, 1930, p. 938. 440 words.
"Considerable degree of attention IS devoted
"Comptroller of the Currency Pole char- t o the \\ell-known forecasting services of tllis
acterizes the book, in his foreword, as 'a counLry." H L. Reed. American Economic
technical and scientific production suitable as Review, March, 1931, p 190 600 \ \ o ~ d s .
a handbook for hankers of all classes."'
"This book makes available ;I ~horoughand
Rankers lIonthly, November, 1930, p. 57.
comprehensive revie\\ of Imsiness cycle theory
3 15 words.
and advanced methods of forecast~iig." AuloSurrey, R. W. Copy t e c h n i q u e i n adver- motive Abstracts, December, 1930, p. 305.
55 ~ o r d s .
tising. IIcGraw-Hill, 1930. $4.00.
"In addition to presenting a complete survey
"Everything helpful or essential iscontamed
in 1111sinteresting book." Dartnell Reference of the methods used, both here and abroad,
In analyzing the march of business, this book
Index. 120 words.
"It is difficult to conceive of a printer read~ng develops a new technique of forecasling."
this volume thoughtfully without benefiting Bankers Monthly, April, 1931, p. 251. 53
immeasurably through a better understanding wards.
"The ~nternationnlaspect is stressed rather
of how forceful, salesmaking advertising is
R. L.. Smitley. Business
created."
Inland Printer, February, 1931, than the local."
Briefs, October, 1930, p. 71. 125 words.
p 64. 290 words.
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"The discussion is remarkably concise.
interesting, well organized, and authoritative.
An important book." H. P. Dutton. Factory
and Industrial Management, November, 19-30,
p. 975. 140 words.
Wallace, B. B. a n d E d m i n s t e r , L. R. Int e r n a t i o n a l c o n t r o l of r a w materials.
T h e I n s t i t u t e of Economics of t h e B r o o k i n g s I n s t i t u t i o n , W a s h i n g t o n , D. C.
1930. $3.50.
"Their report indicates, by means of an
analysis of typical cases, t h e objects, methods,
and results of this control. The policy of our
own country in regard t o our raw materials,
and also concerning restrictions imposed by
fore~gncountries, is fully described." F . A.
Fall, Credit Monthly, September, 1930, p. 42.
476 words.
"The ecor~ornic study presented in this
volume is most illurnmating and significant."
India Rubber World, July, 1930, p. 73. 155
words.
"The book is not burdened with tlFesome
statistics, but ia entertainingly written in a
clear, direct manner, materially aided by the
use of italics for leading points in the outline,
which are then amplified " Industrial and
Engineering Chemistry, August, 1930, p. 917
440 words.
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Research in Public
Administration
T h e Advisory Committee on Public Admmistration of the Social Science Research
Council asked Professor John BI. Gaus of
Wisconsin to make a survey of the current
status of research in public administration.
Professor Gaus' document, issued a s a mimeographed publication of 143 pages, avoids crossing into the territory covered by Dr. Ogg's
report, "Research in the H u n l a n ~ s t ~and
c Social
Sciences," Dr. LTilloughby's "General Survey
of Research 111 Public Adrninistrat~on"and the
two annual volumes which have thus far
appeared on "Current Research in Law" issued by the Institute of Law.
Dr. Gaus prcscnis an opening chapter on
"The General Background of Public Adm~nistmtion in the United States. In the second
chapter, entitled "The Staff Regulatory and
Advisory Functions of Government," Dr. Gaus
pays tribute to the development of staff
assistance wh~chis being supplied to the leqislatures In the technique of legislation. He notes
the pioneer work of Parkinson and Chaniberlain at Columl~ia University, of Charles
McCarlhy in the Legislatwe Reference Library
a t \ i k o n s i n , the work of Freund of Chicago
on leg~slativcstandards, t h e compilations of
Luce on legislative organ~zationand procedure
and the nork of Mr. E. L. Bennett of the
Cincinnati Municipal Rcference L~brary on
standards of legislation. Mention is made of
the legislative reference library as a factor and
a paragraph is devoted t o the Legislative
Reference Serv~ceof the Library of Congress.

Whyte, J o h n n n d Otte. F. R. L e t t e r s t h a t
collect. Prentice-Hall, 1930. $5.00.
"The authors have approached the collection
of accounts from the standpoint of 'selling'
t h e customer on the necessity of paying his
bills and paying them promptly."
Dartnell
Reference Indes. 120 words.
"Contains 500 collection letters which have
consistently produced favorable results." Advertising and Selling, November 12, 1930,
The close kinsh~pof t h e reference librar:.
p. 84. 35 words.
to legislative investjgations 1s noted by thc
"The psychology of selling is combined with author and the establishment of ~nvestigations
t h a t of collecting." R. L. Smitley. Business without specla1 legislat~ve authorization is
Br~efs,November, 1930, p. 151. 100 words.
presented The norl: of the Federal Govern"This volume presents new solutions to the ment in connection nith investigations is given
collection manager's problems."
System, a place and the "staff agencies ~f the Federal
February, 1931, p. 132. 55 words.
Government," a phrase first employed by Dr.
\Villoughby, is commented upon. Other rhapThe Business Library
ters are devoted to "Organized Publ~cOflicials
"The most'essential requisite of a business and Functional Groups," and "Semi-publ~c
library is ~ t simplicity
s
. . an arrangement of Organizations Engagcd in Studies of Public
books, easily locatable, and pamphlets and Administration." The work of universit~esis
clippings which can be found a s readily as given prommence and a final chapter hnks
filed, can be the result only of a carefully together the ideas expressed in the previous
thought-out eystern adapted to the particular chapters This last chapter is sorncwhat discoursive and lacks the definite conclusion of
needs of the library in question."
O$ce
the early portlon of the document.
Economist, April, 1931

.
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Associations
"ASLIB"
ASLIB In~ororn~atao~r,
the Bulletin of the
Association of Special Libraries and Informatlon Bureaux, pesents its seventh number rn
March, 1931, and within this small compass a
vast amount of Information is condensed. The
Association is planning a group of Public
,Meet~ngsorganized by the Local Correspondent. Under this auspices a meeting was held
a t Leeds, Yorkshire, on February 3d. Mr. \V. B.
LVoodhouse presided and explained the object
of the Association and its relation to trade ant1
industry. Professor J H. Richardson and Mr
-4. N. Shimmin of Leeds University, supported
the work of the .4ssociation and stressed the
need of adequate trade information. Dr R. S
Hutton, Chairmhn of ASLIB, showed how
t h e Association brought together experts who
pooled Lheir experience.
Another local peeting was held on February
10th a t the Textile Institute, hlanchester. Dr.
Withers, of the Brit~sh Cotton Industry Research Associat~an,presided. Dr. Hutton mas
the principal speaker on the program and suggested t h e value of makmg a study of research
salesmanship. Among those present were Mr.
A. R. Thornson, the American Consul a t
~Manchester.
There was a joint meeting of ASLIB and
the Library Associat~onon March 25th. Among
the speakers Here Mr. A. R. Stock, Librar~an
of the Institut~on of Mechan~cal Engineers,
who discussed "George Stephenson's Institute
and its 1.1brary." Brigadier-General Magnus
Mowat, C.B.E., presided.
I t was announced in the Bulletin that the
next meetlng of the Association will be held
a t Lady Margaret Hall d u r i n ~the week-end
commencing Friday, September 18th.
The Bulletin also contains a brief list of
amendments and addit~ons to the ASLIR
Directory.
Baltimore

T h c Bait~moreChapter held a dinner meeting .\Ionday, SIarch 30th. Miss Elizabeth 0
Cullen of the Bureau of Ra~lmayEconomics,
\\'ashington, D. C , gave a talk on the Science
of R~bliography,and 11r Edgar Ellis of the
Bai!i~rzare .Suu clescr~bedthe library of the Sun
Iniormat~on Service. There is much interest
in the a c t i n t ~ e sof Llle Chapter, regular attcndance at !neelings and several prospective memhers.

On -4pril 25th iyashington librarians came
to Balt~moreto visit the Welsh Library, the
Library of the Baltimore Bar, the Baltimore
Museum of Art, and the beaut~fulgrounds and
specially designed buddings of thc Maryland
Casualty Conipa~iy. At the dinner whtch
closed the afternoon of pleasure, Mr. Joseph
R. R'heeler, Librarian of the Enoch Pratt Free
Library, discussed the new Public Library.
Bomton
The Boston Chapter met a t Sehrafft's on
W'est Street, on Monday evening, April 27,
1931, in a joint dmner and meeting with the
Boston Group of Catalogers and Classifiers.
Sixty-two persons were present a t the dinner
and eighty-one attended the meeting which
followed.
After a speech of welcome by Miss Lucas,
Chairman of the Catalog group, President
Glover opened the business meeting of the
Boston Chapter. The secretary's and treasurer's reports were read and accepted and Miss
Glover spoke a few words on the Cleveland
convemtlon
Mr. Stebhins, chairman of the nominating
committee presented the following slate of
nomination for 1931-1932, to be voted upon
a t the May meeting.
Pres~dent: Loraine A. Sullivan, Executive Assistant Special Libraries Depnrtment, Boston Public Library; Vice-president:
Raymond I.. Walkley, Librarian, Tuft's-Coll.;
Secretary-Treasurer. Elizabeth S. Downes,
Librarian, Boston University School of Education; Assistant Secretary-Treasurer: Mildred
E Robie, Librarian, Lee, Higgmson & Co.;
Execut~veCommittee Members: Blake B e e n ~ ,
Reference Librarian, Boston Medical Library,
Abbie G. Glover, Asst. Librarian, Insr~rance
Library Association.
President Glover concluded the bus~ness
meeting with an announcement that the next
and annual meetmg of the Boston Chapter
would be held on May 25, a t the Administration Library of the Boston School Committee.
Miss Lucas pres~declover the business meeting of the Boston Group of Catalogers and
Classifiers, a t which t h e officers for the ensumg
year were nominated and elected.
l l r s YIaynard, Vail Librarian a t JJassachusetts Institute of Technology, opened the
joint program with a n exceptionally fine talk
on xhe application of the resea~chspirit to the
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library profession, especially in reference t o
bibliography and subject heading work.
Mr. Cutter, of the Baker Library a t Harvard
School of Business Administration, spoke on
the value of his business classification which
will enable one to bring out the subject by
letter notation, the geographical division by
figures; and the industrial viewpoint by figures
preceded b y a colon. He closed his address
with $plea for library publicity outside of the
usual library publications.
Mrs. Maynard announced the publ~cation
of the Electrical Engineering bibliography
which is soon to appear.
Miss Lucas extended her thanks to both
groups and the meeting was adjourned a t
9.50
Cincinnati

The April meeting of the Cincinnati Chapter
was held a t the Cincinnati Art Museum, Miss
Eugenia Raymond acting as hostess.
Dinner was served in the Art Museuni dining
room. After dinner Miss Grace McCann,
Curator, spoke on the Emery collection, calling
attention t o the special characteristics and
merits of these gems and many others in the
Art Museum.
The business meeting was held in t h e library
which is a very interesting collection of books,
pictures and pamphlets now being reclassified.
Miss E. Gertrude Avey, President, appointed
Mrs Mary Condit, chairman of thc nominating
committee t o present the candidates for the
officers for the coming year. Election of
officers w ~ l be
l held a t the May meeting.

The Cincmnat~ Chapter held its March
meeting a t the University of Cincinnati's
new hbrary and the Ohio Historical and
Philosophical Society library.
Dinner was served in the staff room of the
University and the members later went to the
Ohio Historical and Philosophical Society
library for a business meeting. A t the conclusion of t h e meeting the members examined
the treasures of both library. T h e Historical
library 1s a very ~nterestmg one, founded
February 11, 1831 a t Columbus and is a private
organization.
This Library boasts of some very valuable
and rare books and papers relating t o Ohio and
Cincinnati. Some of the tieasures are: The
first newspaper in the Northwest Territory,
"The Sentinel," 1793; The first book published
in Cincinnati "The Laws of the Northwest
Territory," 1796; the first Cincinnati Directory
and a complete set to date; The Thomson
collection of books on Ohio, all b e a u t ~ h l l y
bound and other special collections. A large
collection of newspapers, including the only
copy in t h e c ~ t yof the first volume of the
"Enquirer," 1841. The Enquirer recently
bought t h e Commercial Tribune, the other
morning paper in Cincinnati, and gave t h ~ s
Library about 700 volumes of the Commercial
Tribune.
T h e University library is also interesting,
possessing everything that 1s possible in comfort and c~nveniencein a college I~brary. I t
has been cleverly arranged, some of the
decorations being very s t r ~ k ~ r ~Several
g
unusual ones are the use of the old Prmter's
colophons as decorations in the halls and the
ancient inscriptions on the chandeliers. One
study hall has four of these inscript~onseach
in a different language.

The Cincinnati Chapter held their May
meeting a t Mariemont Inn o n Monday, May
11th
May 12th the Chapter was four years old.
Four years ago Miss Grace Stowell, Miss E.
Gertrude Avey, Miss Virginia Hickman, Miss
C. Edythe Cowie, Miss Eva Kyte, Miss Elsie
M. Flynn, Miss Etheldred Abbott, Miss Anne
Mackay, and Mrs. Lillian Gruber, met a t t h e
Procter & Gamble Co. Library, Gwynn Bldg.,
and decided to form a Special Libraries Association. MISS Grace Stowell was t h e first
President. Today the organization numbers
42 active members.
The Chapter had their annual election of
officers and selected the following: Miss C.
Edythe Cowie, President, Mrs. Lillian Gruber,
Vice-president, miss Margaret Downing, Secretary and Miss Katherine Strong, Treasurer.
Miss Cowie appointed the following committees for the coming year, Program Committee, Mrs. Maiy Condit, MISS Mary Moss and
M166 Ella R e ~ k ;Membership, Miss Elsie M.
Flynn; Current Events, RIiss Elizabeth Stewart.
The next meeting \\dl be a picnic a t Avey
Acres (hliss Avey's farm) a t Clermont County.
Ohlo, on June 20th.
Illinois '

*

*

*

The April meeting of the Illinois Chapter
of the Special Libraries Association was held
Saturday afternoon. April 18, in the Crystal
Room of Marshall Field Br Company. There
were t h ~ r t ypresent a t the luncheon
Mr Conforti, the president, took charge
of the meeting. He suggested that the minutes
of the last meeLlng stand approved according
to copies mailed t o all members unless therr
was some omission or a d d ~ t i o nto be made.
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The National Membership drive was mentioned and members asked to change their
membership from associate t o active where
possible and secure the added advantagesa vote in the National organization and the
S L. A magazine.
The chairman of the nomination committee,
Miss Raals, presented t h e following names to
be voted on a t the next meetmg:
hliss Marion Mead, President
Librarian, Illmois Chamber of Commerce
Miss Etheldred Abbot, Vice-president
Librarian, Ryerson and Rurnham Libraries
Mrs. Mary Wells, Secretary-treasurer
Librarian, National Safety Council
hlr. Conforti introduced t h e speaker of the
day, Mr. 0. W. Smith of Marshall Field &
Company. Mr. Smith talked on the character
and personality of Mr. Marahall Field and his
influence on the store which bears h ~ name.
s
After the meeting adjourned, members
visited the Employes' L ~ b r a r y of Marshall
Field & Company.
*

I

*

The final meeting of the season was a dinner
meeting a t the Merchandise Mart on Thursday,
hlay 28, a t 6 p m. Later the mcmbers vvlsited
the studios of the National Broadcasting
Station on the twent~eth floor of the Merchand~seMart.
Milwaukee
The second regular meetmg of t h e Milwaukee
Chapter was held on March 10, in the library
of The Three Schuster Stores, with the president, hliss Ethel Slattery as hostess Dinner
and business meeting a t the City Club preceded the visit to Schuster's Lihrary.
Miss Slattery gave a very mteresting description of the functions of a department store
I~brary,b r ~ n g ~ nout
g the fact that it is a library
for the store employes, and showing the irnportant part the library plays in the personnel
work of the store.
In addit~onto her work as librarian, Miss
Slattery is the e d ~ t o rof the store magazine,
K. I. T. Thc contacts made in collecting
material for I<. I. T. are splendid opportunit~es
for offering library services.
Twenty-three mcmbers and guests were
present.

*

*

*

Twenty-seven members and guests of the
M~lwaukeeChapter were present at the dinner
and business meeting a t the City Club on
April 14. They were joined later a t the library
of The Milwaukee Electric Railway & Light
Company by five members who could not
attend the tl~nner.
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Since t h e function of The Milwaukee Electric
Railway & Light Company library is so similar
t o that of Schuster's library, hlrs. McClure
talked mainly on t h e operation of her library
and the close tie-up which it has with the
educational work of the company. Since the
educational program attracts some four
thousand employes t o classes on job training
and related subjects, the library hasan excellent
field for labor.
Tlus l ~ b r a r yis very important also, as a
source for reference material and engineering
studies.
At the close of the meeting the guests were
invited t o inspect the psychological laboratory
of the educational department, where selection
tests are given to men applying for jobs as
trainmen, substation operators, bus drivers,
linemen, troublemen, and trade-apprentices.
I

t

*

Thc Milwaukee Chapter met for dinner a t
t h e Blatz on Tuesday, May 12. After dinner
the members visited the Municipal Reference
L ~ b r a r ya s guests of Richard E. King, librarian
and Ellen Terry, assistant l ~ b r a r ~ a n

New York
T h e Aprd meeting of New York SpeciaI
Libraries was held Monday, April 13. The
members gathered about one hundred and
fifty strong for dinner a t the Rockaway Restaurant, West 42nd Street, a t 6 P. hl. A little
surprlse was brought to the assemblage when a
radio was turned on and everyone was given
the opportunity of hearing one of the members.
Miss Esther Johnston, give a brief talk over
LVNYC on the subject, "The Library and the
Family."
After dinner everyone gathered in the novel
lobby of the News Building, and then, through
the courtesy of Mr. Maurice Symonds, Librarian of the Daily News, groups of twenty
were arranged and taken over the several floors
of the Daily News plant.
From t h ~ sadventure they gradually collected in the quarters of the Museum of Science
and Industry on the fourth floor of the same
building, and it was with a n effort that people
tore thenlselves away from the fascinating
color exhibit and other displays, as well as the
library, which is under the direction of Miss
Vera Dodge, t o finally gather in the main auditorium for the program of the evening.
Miss Marguerite Burnett, President of the
Association, presided and after a few words of
greeting mtroduced Professor Charles R.
Richards, V~ce-Presidentof the Museum, who
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br~efly pointed out the aims and purposes
of museums of the type of t h ~ sone. Then,
with the help of stereopticon views, he described four of the large nluseums in Europe
Bringing u s back to our own country he spoke
briefly about the Rosenwald Museum In
Chicago a n d the Franklin Museum in Philadelphia. H e finished his talk by giving a clear
picture of t h e plans and hopes of the nluseunl
In New York which has only recently moved
into its present quarters a t 220 East 42nd
Street and where it is hoped that all the exhibits wdl b e opened t o the public by this fall.
He closed his talk with a plea for the good will
and support of all business librarians towards
the success of the museum.
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land was made, and all who could possibly go
were strongly urged to d o so.

On April 25, 1931, members of Pittsburgh
Special Libraries Association met a t t h e Library of the Alumitium Cornpany of America
in New Kensington, Pa. T h e party was conducted through the varlous rooms hy one of the
staff of research chemists. A t the business
meeting Irhich followed the annual elect~onof
officers was held, a t which all of t h e present
officers were re-elected.
President-Miss
Adeline ~Macrum, Tuberculosis League of Pittsburgh ; Vice-PresidentMiss Elizabeth Onativia, who has establ~shed Miss Edith Portman. Koppers Research Corpoher onn clipping bureau, was the other speaker ration; Sec.-Tress.-Miss Esther E. Fawcett,
of the evening. She spoke briefly on "How to College of Fine Arts Library, Carnagie Inst. of
Read a Newspaper" stressing such points as Tech, Exec. Comm -Miss Jessie Callan, Miss
the importance of reading betneen the lines; Ivl. Lynch
Following t h s t h e annual report of the Secrereading t h e paper as a serial, or follow~ng
through from day to day in order to get all the tary-Treasurer was read. T h e S. L. A. Confernews on a n y one story; comparing the same ence to be held in Cleveland was discussed.
story In different papers in order not to get a The matter of t h e revision of the "Union list
biased view; and the value of scanning the of period~calsin some of t h e Special Libraries
whole paper so that one would not miss m a l l in Pittsburgh" came up for discussion, but no
Mary definite action was taken.
items that a r e often important news
Miss Rankm made a short announcement
on the progress of the new Directory of Members. hliss Burnett announced the following
appointments: Miss Dorothy Howard, Chairman of a Committee on Advertising in SPECIAL LIBRARIES, Miss Nelle Barmore, Chairman of t h e Travel Committee for the 1931
Convention.

Southern California

The regular monthly meeting of the Soulhern
California Chapter of t h e Special Libraries
Association was held on April 21, in t h e Califorma Taxpayers Association library.
The
main speaker, Mr. Harold A. Stone, Director
.of Research, told how governmental research
was carried on by the association, illustrating
Philadelphia
his lecture by charts showing t h e gronth and
costs of government, and by reports made on
T h e annual dinner meeting of the Spec~al various governmental institutions and projects.
Libraries Councd of Philadelphia and Vicinity This was followed by a group of short talks
was held on April 9, 1931 in the Banquet on the subject of library training, 1111smeeting
Room, St. James Hotel, with a large attend- having been arranged by Miss Faith E. Smith,
ance.
Principal, Los Angeles Library School One
T h e speaker of the evening was Dr. kIichail of Miss Smith's l ~ b r a r yschool students gave
XI. Dor~zas, Assistant Professor 111 the De- a report on library publicity she has planned,
partment of Geography and Industry, Wharton with the co-operation of our Membersh~pand
Publicity Committees, MISS Marion IIorton
School, University of Pennsylvania
Dr. Dorizas, extensive traveler and world told of t h e Correspondence Courses in l ~ b r a r y
famous Greek athlete, chose as h ~ ssubject work whlch she organ~zed in Columbia Uni"India and the Dutch West Indles." In his versity, and Miss Jessie W. Luther gave a brief
delightfully informal way he told of his ex- account of t h e extension courses she cor~tlucts
periences in these countries. I t was a great a t the University of Southern California
The revised Constitution for our association
privilege, and thoroughly enjoyed by all.
An announcement of the coming Convention was read and discussed a t the busmess meeting,
of the Special Libraries Association in Cleve- and will b e voted upon a t the May meeting.
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Events and Publications
Rebecca

B. Rankin, Department Editor

The Cincinnati Chamber of Commerce have
eliminated their Research Department and
have released Mms C. Edythe Cowies, who has
been in charge of the Department for eleven
years, and her assistant, Miss Alma Best.

*

*

*

The Yarn Carrier is the name of a new house
organ published by the Wyomissing Industries
for its employees. The initial issue appeared
in April and was edited by J. Earl Ruthardt.
The Wyomissing Trade School recently became
an institutional member of the S L. A.

*

*

*

Recent issues of the Research Bulletin of the
National Education Association relate to
"Current Issues in Teacher Retirement,"
"Ethics in the Teaching Profession" and "The
Principal a t Work on His Problems."

*

*

*

"Married h'omen Workers" is a contribution
in the An~rricatl Fcderationist by Ethel M.
Johnson, Assistant Coinn~issioner,Department
of Labor and Industries of h.1assachusetts.
Miss Johnson was formerly l~brarianof aspecial
library in the city of Boston.

*

*

*

The publications of the Bureau of Business
Research of the University of Illino~s are
aluays of value. Recent issues relate t o "A
Test Analysis of Unsuccessful Industrial Compan~es," "The Ftnancial Plan of Department
Stores," "The Banking Structure of t h e
Seventh Federal Reserve Distr~ct."

*

*

*

The Bolter, the monthly magazine of T h e
Ruckeye Cotton Oil Company, a subsidiary
of The Proctor & Gamble Co., describes in its
March issue the Company Libraries operated a t
Cinc~nnatiand Ivorydale by The Proctor &
Gamble Co.
Illustrations accompany the
article.

*

*

*

The Municipal Reference Library of New
York, in an effort to increase interest among
city officials, is holding "open house" for
various important departments. For a period
of fifteen days a department is given special
attention with dlsplays arranged of books
relating to that particular department drawn
from the extensive book resources of the library Already the "open house" plan has
borne fruit as one important officlal engaged
in a major city project has made a special study
of sewage disposal.

The New York Times Index is described in
a n article prepared by Charles N. Lurie,
Editor of the Index, which appears in the
Wilron Bulletin for April, 1931.

*

*

*

F. Highland Burns, President of the Maryland Casualty Company, Baltimore, recently
gave approval for a n enlargement of the library,
tripllng the available space for its use.

*

*

*

The Ofice Economist for April presents an
article on "Library Management and a Management Library" by Miss Mary E. Mitchell,
Librarian of the American Management Association.

*

*

*

Miss Ethel B . Slattery, Librarian of The
Three Schuster Stores of Milwaukee, edits
the store magazine Keepitrf itr Touch. The
publ~caiionis filled with newsy items conceming the activities of the store with a column
devoted t o recent books. Miss Slattery is
President of the hlilwaukee Chapter.

*

*

*

The University of Minnesota Press has
recently issued, as publication No. 9 of the
Bureau of Research in.Government, a study
on "The Administration of Workmen's Compensation in h,linnesota," by Lloyd A. Wilford.
The item is priced a t 50 cents.

*

*

*

The Press has also issued a nlonograph
entitled "The Small City and Town," edited
by Roland S. Vaile, Professor of Marketing
a t the University. I t constitutes the report of a
conference on the problems of small cities and
towns held a t the University of Minnesota
in the summer of 1929. Special emphasis is
laid upon the economic position of towns in
relation t o the general social set-up.

*

*

*

A new "Directory of House Magazines"
has just been comp~ledby Postage arid MailBag,
68 35th Street, Brooklyn, N. Y. The Directory
lists alphabetically all the known internal and
external publications in the U. S. Complete
address of each is given and in about 80% of
those listed the editor's name, class of business,
size, format, circulation, and class of distribution arc included. A preface by John I-Iowrie
Wright summarizes the results of the research
and contains advice to house magazme editors.
It is pr~ceda t $3 00. I t is planned to issue the
Directory annually.
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Thirty-two members of the Class of 1931,
University of Illinois Library School, v~sited
the First Wisconsin National Bank of Milwaukee, on April third. Some of the officers
of the Bank entertained the visitors a t luncheon, after which a tour of the Bank was made,
endmg a t the Library, where Miss Reynolds
d~scussedfinancial libraries.

The Library of the University of Texas a t
Austin has been given quarters in the new
million dollar Chemistry Rulldmg recently
erected. The library has been named in honor
of John William Mallett, the first chairman of
t h e University faculty. The bu~ldmg, the
"Mallett Library"' and its treasures was described in The Daily Teran for April 17th.
Miss Alice Wupperman is librarian.

Edrlor and Publisl~er, The Fourth Ertate,
has been running a series of articles on Newspaper libraries. The issue for March 28th
presents a story by William Alcott, Librarian
of the Boston Globe, under the heading " 'Weeding Out' Process Perfects Library." A photograph of Mr. Alcott accompanies the article.

The Filing Association of New York, Sara
A. Young, president, arranged a visit for its
members t o the Municipal Reference Library
on Monday evening, May 18th. A group of
25 or more members evinced great interest
in the files of the Ilbrary. An unbound map
file, t h e vertical file arranged by subject, and
t h e association file of geographical arrangement
brought forth many inqu~ries.

*

*

*

*

*

*

T h e National Advisory Council on Radio
in Education has issued as Information Series,
No. 3, a pamphlet entltled "The Broadcaster
and the Librarian," prepared by Francis K. W.
Drury, Executive Assistant in Adult Education, American Library Association. A copy
may be obtained by communicating with the
Director of the Counc~l,Levering Tyson, 60
East 42nd Street, New York City.

*

*

*

Dr. John A. Lapp, formerly secretary of the
S. L. A., was recently reelected President of the
Milwaukee Forum. Dr. Lapp on April 16th
addressed a dinner meeting of t h e United
Typothetae of America and the Milwaukee
Printmg House Craftdmen.
The speaker
urged co-operation t o end depression and
pointed out the evils of too much saving. Dr.
Lapp is also one of t h e sponsors of a campaign
of educat~onand information on the enforcement of prohibition started by a group called
"The Allied Forces."

*

*

*

T h e Pub1.i~Administration Clearing House,
states a recent Issue of the Municipal Library
Notes, was formally organized by the election
of Frank 0. Lowden, former Governor of
Illinois as Chairman, Harry F. Byrd, former
Governor of Virgma, as Vice-chairman, and
Richard S. Childs of New York, President of
the National Municipal League, as Treasurer.
Other members of the Board are Newton D.
Baker, former Secretary of War, Chester H.
Rowell, of California, and Louis Brownlow of
Radburn, N. J. The seventh memher of the
Board of Trustees, who will be a Canadaan,
is yet t o be chosen. Ch~cagowas selected as
the headquarters Louis Brownlow was chosen
as Director of the Clearing House.
1 4

*

*

*

*

*

*

The Library of the Dartnell Corporation is
preparing for publication a group of bibliographies on various subjects which are ~ssued
in connection with the Dartnell Sales Data.
T h e issue for October relates to "Selling Quotas
and Sales Tasks" and the January number
"Branch Office Management and Expense
Control." The material is distributed t o subscribers as part of the Dartnell service.

*

*

*

A new building for the Christian Science
publicat~onsis bemg erected in Boston. In t h e
plans t h c library has been given spacious
quarters on the second floor. Special attention
will be given in the building to the installation
of modern heating and ventilating devices
with a central heating plant on t h e eastern cnd
of the building. The lighting system will
prov~de ample brilliancy without any accompanying glare. Special requirements for
intensity of light will be provided for the departments wli~cliwill require it. Miss Blanche
L. Davenport is in charge of the library.
*

*

I

"An Account of Government Document
Bibliography in the U n ~ t e dStatcs and Elsewhere," prepared by James R . Childs, Chief,
Division of Documents, Library of Congress,
is a Federal publication of great importance
which should be in the hands of every special
data not otlls
librarian. The b~bliograph~cal
covers t h e United States Government, but also
t h e several states and various foreign countr~es,
A page is devoted to bibliograpliics relating t o
the League of Nations. Introduciory pages
contain a summary of bihliographical undertakings in the United States, the several states
and foreign countries.
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Librarians ~nterested in standards and
specificat~onsmay wish t o obtain a copy of the
1931 American Standards Year Book which
gives information regarding the activities of
the American Standards Association and a
revlew of the progress made In national and
international standarcl~zation during the last
year.
The Year Book lists 185 approved American
Standards and 178 projects in course of d e velopment. Copies of t h e Year Book and
lists of American Standards may be obtamed
by addressing American Standards Association,
29 LVest 39th Street, New York C ~ l y .
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Melion Institute of Industrial Research,
P~ttsburgh, Pa., has just issued the Fourth
Annual Supplement to its Bzbliograplric Ballet??! No 2. This supplement lists the books,
bulletins, journal contributions, and patents of
the ~nstitution'smembers during the calendar
year 1930. The Institute has also published
the 18th A?rnual Report of its director, Dr. E. R.
Weidlein, t o the board of trustees of the institution, which describes the investigational
activities throughout the fiscal year, Feb. 28,
1930 t o Feb. 28, 1931. Complimentary copies
of these booklets will be sent to research workers, science teachers, and librarians upon
request

The Municipal Administration Serv~ce,261
Broadway, New York City, issued as No. 19
In their Publication series, a pamphlet on
"Public Reporting with special reference t o
Annual, Departmental and Current Reports
of Municipalities." The volume, prepared by
the National Committee on Munici~alReoorting, represents the following organizations.
American Munic~palAssociation, Governmental Research ~ssociation, International City
hlanagers' Association and the National
h,lunic~palLeague. A study is made of t h e
preparation of publ~creports, including a suggested outline for thc annual reports and
specifications for departmental and functional
reports. Mention is made of the public library
iri the grouping.
Illustrations, charts and
graphs are interspersed throughout the text
and a selected bibliography is appended to the
volume.

Mr. A. T. Erwin, in his presidential address
before the American Society of Horticultural
Science, which appears in Science lor March
20th, states: "I am sure that we can all testify
to the fact that librarians as a class are ambitious t o serve every field of science, including
agriculture, and stand ready to co-operate
with other departments, but with limited funds
they naturally respond to the calls from the
fields where there seems to be the greatest
interest, so perhaps one way of remedying this
situation is for us as horticulturists to get
behind a library program and make it a more
significant factor in our teaching and research
work T h e interest and support of the department heads in behalf of more adequate appropriat~onsfor libmry work would, no doubt,
also help."

H. M. Stationery Office, Adastral House,
Kingsway, W.C 2, London, England, has prepared a useful pamphlet entitled "List of Subscription Rates for Government Periodical
Pul~l~catrons
and Parliamentary Papers, 1931."
The list includes publications relating to naval
and m ~ l ~ t a raffa~rs,
y
trade, agriculture and
hotany, meteorology, transport and communications, population and public health
stal~stics,research, judicial matters and, in
add~tion,parliamentary papers. Reference is
also made to a " G u ~ d e to Current Oficial
S t a t ~ s t ~ c sprepared
"
annually by the British
Go\ernment It is called an expert survey of
all statistics published by the Government and
includes a catalog of titles. These lists and the
~ a r i o u spublications may be obtained from the
Bc~tish Library of Information, 5 East -15th
Street, New York City.

The Imztrance Age-Joiiri~al for April 10th
contains a feature article prepared by Dan~el
N. Handy, Librarian, Insurance Library Assocmtlon of Boston, entitled "\Vhat a Sur\.ey
by The Insurance L ~ b r a r yAssociation Shows
as to Local Library Serv~ce." Mr. Handy, in
preparat~on for this article, ascertained the
public library circulation for the insurance
books recommended by the Insurance Institute.
Twenty-four I~braries were selected and the
number of books was twenty-seven. All the
volumes were found in the Boston Public
Library and the Providence Publtc Library
possessed twenty. Huebner's "Property Insurance" was the most popular volun~e,not
only in ownership but in circulation. Reference
is also made to the obsolete editions which many
of the libraries \rere carrying on their shelves

I

A PHILOSOPHY OF PRODUCTION
a great business book by t e n great names

1)

A remarkable galaxy of business men discuss business in a thoroughly unusual, broad
way. This book was chon!? as "the businees book" of the month. Positively b e
longs in every special library. $4 00 post
paid. Ask for catalog other unusual books.

Owen Y o u n g
Henry Ford
Bernard B a r u c h Philip Glbbs
Walter Gifiord Chas. F. Abbott
H. P. Kcndall
Myron Taylor
Ernest Elmo Calkins
J. George Frederick

PublirY by THE BUSINESS BOURSE, 00 W. 40th St,, NEW YORK

Position in special library, legislative or municipal reference library,
or institution specializing in research by experienced library school
graduate with A. B. degree, and
one year in attendance a t London
School of Economics.

Addreu ME SPECIAL LIBRARIES,
I I Nibet Street. Providence, R. I.

LIBRARIANS

For good
positions in
all parts of
the country

For positions
anywhere
This service
is free

Wrllr 1mmrdIolcly
WINOSOR.

10

Dlpl. C

CONNECTICUT

Chemical, Medical and
Scientific Research

PERIODICALS
Complete eets, volume8 and odd copied
BOUGHT AND SOLD

B. LOGIN & S O N
29 East 21at S t .

Address: W7, SPECIAL LIBRARIES,
I I Nisbet Street, Pmvidence, Rhode Island.

1

"A Library Requisite"

SUPPLIED

THE AMERICAN LIBRARIANS' AGENCY

NEW YORK

1

WANTED

Young W o m a n , Albany Graduate,
wishes to take charge of special collection. Natural scicnces,
economics, technology, architecture, medicine preferred. Experienced cataloguer and classifier.
Knows French, German, Scandinavian languages. Technological and
other library experience.

LIBRARIANS
WANTED

I
I

II

(1

11

SPECIALLY PRlXE¶BED

Colleges and Univernities, Government, State and
City departments prewrve manuncripts end records
wth it. Ideal for Bookl~lnders. It'e tmnsparent.
It'a dursble. 40 inches wldp: SOc. per ynrd. Net.
(86 yards LO the bolt:. Pnrc~IPostprcpnlci.

ALBERT P. OBliRPELDEK
New York Clty

307 Flflh Avenue

Special Libraries Association
S o u t h e r n California C h a p t e r
UNION LIST OF PERIODICALS
in

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA LIBRARIES
New edition containing 5MX) titles. Includcs comete periodical holdings in public and apecial
fbrariea.
1931 cdltlon Prlce $5.00
Order from

Mildred E. Schatr. Ch. Union List Committoe
Roan 868,740 South Olive St., Los Angeler, Calif.
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Personal Notes
Emily hIueser, one of our department edttors
is recovering from a serious illness which caused
an absence of several weeks from her library.

*

*

*

Dorothy Nhitehill has been appointed
assistant ln the library of Goldman Sachs
Tradmg Corporation.
I

*

*

Helen McElroy, formerly librarian a t the
home office of the American Appraisal Company, hlllwaukee, has accepted a positlon in
the Research Division of the A. 0 Snuth
Corporation.

*

*

*

Elise I-Iauck, of the Lithographic Research
Department, University of Cincinnati, and
Secretary of the Cincinnati Chapter, 1929-30,
was married to William Goering on April 8th.

*

*

Eleanor Kerr, formerly with Potter Rr
Company, has opened a consulting ofice a t
551 Fifth Avenue. She will be a free lance

-

statistician and is prepared t o analyze securities.
make financial surveys and prepare material for
clients. The New York Errewz'~igPost for April
17th calls Miss Kerr "Wall Street's outstanding woman financial statistician."

*

*

*

Elsie Weierich, Lthrarian of Lhe Union Gas
& Electric Co , Cincinnati, is recovering from a
serious ~llness.

*

*

*

Josephine Marzorati has been appointed
librarian of the Fort Lee Public Library, Fort
Lee, New Jersey.
I

*

.

Edward J. Tschimbke is the new Ilbrarian of the Port of New York Authority library,
appointed t o fill the vacancy made by the death
of Mr. Vance.
1

Word has recently been received that Mrs.
John Cotton Dana, widow of the former
librarian of the Newark Free Public Library,
passed away on April 7th. Mrs. Dana wan
an invalid for many years.

Useful Federal Document

Bibliographical Association

~ l f a r k dRrseorch Age~lcies,A Guide to Publications and Activities Relating t o Domestic
Marketing, will be found to be a useful volume
In the special library. It includes investigations
collected by the federal government, the state
government, colleges, universities and foundations, publishers of trade directories and commercial organizations. Under this latter class
there are grouped advertising agencies, business
services, chambers of commerce, co-operative
marketing associations, individual businesses,
magazinrs, newspapers, societies and trade
associations
The drector in his forcword shows the value
of business research as a factor in increasing
business eficlency and points the high character of the research work indicated by the
analysis of the surveys noted In the pamphlet.
Thls edition covers researches collected
during the year 1929 and the issuance of annual
editions is of great help in increasing the usefulness of the publication. An adequate index
IS appended to the volume

T h e Inter-American Bibliographical Association has recently issued its Constitution
and By-laws, which, in Spanish and English,
show the scope and purposes of the Association.
Organizing and co-ordinating Inter-American
activities in the field of bibliography, it plans
t o co-operate with bibliographical associations,
organized libraries and other agencies in each
country of t h e Americas. T h e Association proposes an Organizing and Co-ordinating Committee to co-operate with National Bibliographical Committees, and also plans to cooperate with the Pan American Union and
with all other agencies engaged in similar work.
The present board consists of Chairman:
Senor E. Gil Borges, Director, Pan American
Union, Washington, D. C.; Vice-chairman:
Mr. C. I<. Jones, Library of Congress, Washington, D. C.; Secretary and Treasurer: Mr.
Ernest Kletach, Library of Congress, Washington, D. C.; National Committeemen: Dr. Jamee
D. Childs and Mr. Charles Martel, both of the
Library of Congress, Washington, D. C.
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